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Fair value accounting (FVA) refers to the practice of updating the valuation of assets or securities on a regular basis, ideally by reference to current prices for similar assets or securities established in the context of a liquid market. Fair value accounting is typically distinguished from historical cost accounting (HCA), which instead records the value of an asset as the price at which it was originally purchased. For decades, policymakers and professional experts have debated the relative merits of FVA and HCA and the quality of the information that each approach provides to investors and other key users of financial statements. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, conflicting arguments have been made about the contributions of valuation approaches in triggering the crisis. Critics have raised basic questions about the appropriateness of FVA methods, even as advocates pointed out that greater transparency in asset pricing and balance sheets ought to help protect against risk and speculative bubbles.

The purpose of this report is to investigate and clarify the relationship between these two accounting approaches and systemic risk to the financial system. Specifically, the report examines the risk implications of FVA and HCA in the various situations in which each is used; assesses the role that these accounting approaches have played historically in financial crises, including the 2008 financial crisis, the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, and the less developed country (LDC) debt crisis of the 1970s; and explores insights about systemic risk that can be gleaned from better understanding the accounting approaches.
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Glossary

**Contagion.** The transmission of financial risk across institutions or market sectors. Can sometimes occur in the absence of direct counterparty contractual commitments between the parties.

**Counterparty contractual commitment.** An agreement regarding a financial transaction between two parties. The two parties on the opposite sides of the transaction are said to be “counterparties.”

**Fundamental value.** The discounted present value of a future stream of payments associated with an asset.

**Gambling for resurrection.** A situation in which a financial institution at risk of failure pursues a high-risk, high-return investment strategy in an attempt to retain or regain its solvency.

**Illiquidity.** A condition in which a financial asset cannot be readily converted into cash because of thinly traded markets and/or a lack of buyers with sufficient cash in hand to pay the fundamental value of the asset (given that “fundamental value” is the net present value of the future stream of returns associated with the asset).

**Liquidity pricing.** Valuation of an asset based on degree of liquidity in a thinly traded market, rather than on the asset’s future earning power.

**Liquidity pricing model.** An economic model that seeks to explain the influence of valuation accounting on contagion of risk across financial institutions, under conditions of market illiquidity.

**Mark to market.** The most basic form of FVA, which involves assigning a value to an asset based on the publicly quoted price for the same asset trading on an exchange under the conditions of a liquid market.

**Mark to model.** A semi-pejorative expression describing FVA methods that apply when marking to market isn’t possible, because reference exchange prices for an asset in a liquid market are unavailable. In these situations, fair value is assigned using model-derived calculations, based on specified financial assumptions.

**Other-than-temporary impairment.** The process of marking down the value of financial assets under HCA, to reflect nontemporary losses in value associated with realized credit risk (i.e., default).

**Procyclicality.** In finance, a situation in which mutually reinforcing behaviors produce a positive feedback loop, resulting in spiraling instability and contagion.
Prudential regulation. Government oversight of deposit-taking institutions to limit their risk-taking and ensure adequate capital and stability.

Systemic risk. (1) Contagion of financial risk across institutions, in a manner that is self-perpetuating and threatens the stability of the system as a whole; (2) risk of disruption to the entire financial system, or to one or more core functions within it.
Summary

Fair value accounting (FVA) refers to the practice of periodically revaluing an asset, ideally by reference to current prices in a liquid market. FVA is commonly distinguished from the competing method of historical cost accounting (HCA), in which the book value of an asset is based on the price that was originally paid for it. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, controversy erupted over whether FVA was a major driver of the crisis, allegedly forcing banks and financial institutions to write down the value of assets on their books in a self-perpetuating spiral of devaluation, panic selling, and loss of liquidity. That controversy amplified a much longer-running historical debate about whether FVA or HCA is the better approach to valuing financial assets, and which approach provides the most useful information to key stakeholder groups, including investors and prudential regulators. Particularly for policymakers concerned with the stability of financial institutions and of the financial system as whole, these sorts of debates obscure a more basic set of questions concerning the connections between FVA, HCA, and systemic risk and related avenues for making both the financial system and its underlying accounting information more robust.

Study Purpose and Methods

The purpose of this study was broadly to investigate FVA and HCA policy issues and evidence in the wake of the financial crisis, and to explore and explain the relevance of the accounting standards and the recent debate to a nontechnical policy audience. More specifically, we sought to address two basic questions in some depth:

1. What is the relationship between accounting standards (FVA and HCA) and “systemic risk” (i.e., the contagion of financial risk across institutions, with the potential to destabilize the entire financial system)?
2. What kinds of regulatory, governance, and accounting standards options might policymakers consider to respond to related concerns about systemic risk?

To address these questions, we conducted an extensive review of published literature and a series of interviews with a range of stakeholders and experts concerning various facets of FVA, HCA, risk management, risk regulation, and the financial services industry.
Key Findings

Based on our review, we found the following:

1. Both FVA and HCA can be associated with systemic risk to the financial system under some circumstances.
2. Available empirical evidence does not provide strong support for the claim that FVA was a primary driver of the 2008 financial crisis.
3. When implemented poorly, both FVA and HCA can produce misleading information and lead to risk accumulation problems and the potential for market distortion.
4. Improving the quality of both FVA and HCA information in financial statements should be a priority consideration for policymakers.

Avenues for pursuing such improvement could include augmenting current disclosure requirements connected with both FVA and HCA, strengthening valuation processes and management controls within financial firms, and reinforcing the strength of independent audit and regulatory oversight with regard to those processes. Each of these findings is explored in more detail below.

FVA and Systemic Risk

Could FVA pose a systemic risk to the financial sector? Some theoretical accounts (which also underpin FVA’s presumed role in spreading risk in the 2008 crisis) point to FVA as a vector for spreading risk-contagion across the financial sector. The basic premise, in theory, is that an initial economic shock could force one institution to sell some of its assets, thereby exposing it to short-run market illiquidity and forcing it to accept a lower price than the assets’ fundamental value. When FVA standards apply, other banks that hold similar assets would then be forced to make changes to their own books to reflect the lower price obtained by the first institution. That could then place the other banks under financial pressure and force them to sell assets into the illiquid market to fulfill their own regulatory capital constraints. The theoretical result is the spread of risk across otherwise independent institutions, contributing to an accelerating spiral of devaluation that could culminate in a wave of institutional insolvencies.

The logic behind this view of FVA-induced contagion has been formalized in economic liquidity pricing models, which suggest that this scenario could indeed happen given specific starting assumptions. This being said, some of the key starting assumptions (relating to FVA and regulatory capital constraints) are arguably rigid and not congruent with real-world conditions in 2008, nor do the models appear to provide a simple explanation of the causes or the unfolding of the 2008 economic crisis. Indeed, we reviewed all of the post-2008 empirical studies of the relationship between FVA and the crisis through quantitative data on banks, their assets, their stock values, etc. Based on our reading of the six key studies addressing this point, we conclude that the empirical evidence available to date does not provide compelling support that FVA was the primary driver of the crisis, or of associated bank insolvencies, in 2008.

HCA and Systemic Risk

While recent controversy has focused more on the link between FVA and systemic risk, HCA can also be associated with systemic risk. In particular, when HCA is erroneously applied to
assets without accurate adjustment for permanent reduction in value (known as impairment), the result can be to accumulate and conceal asset risks in a firm’s financial statements. And when large numbers of firms hold similar assets and similarly account inaccurately for impairment, the resulting problems can easily become systemic. The historical case studies of the savings and loans (S&L) crisis of the 1980s and the less developed country (LDC) crisis of the 1970s illustrate this point: Both cases involved the accumulation of risky assets by financial institutions, under the cloak of a widespread failure to account accurately for other-than-temporary impairment in those assets. In both instances, U.S. policymakers eventually had to intervene to stabilize and recapitalize vulnerable financial institutions.

One of the important takeaway lessons from these events is simply that HCA, too, has been associated with past systemic risk episodes, and that misleading or unfaithful application of HCA principles (particularly with regard to impairment accounting) poses its own forms of risk. A related lesson is that financial institutions sometimes have the incentive to accumulate financial risk, rather than to disclose it, when confronted with the potential for insolvency—a phenomenon that has been aptly described by others as “gambling for resurrection.”

Implementation and Governance Issues Pertaining to Asset Valuation

Beyond investigating the generic ways in which valuation approaches can be associated with systemic risk, an additional focal point of our study involved the observation that both FVA and HCA approaches are capable of generating poor-quality information when implemented poorly. Neither FVA nor HCA operates in a vacuum; both approaches depend on support from corporate controls and outside monitoring (such as independent audit and regulatory oversight) in order to achieve good implementation, and thereby to generate good financial information. In turn, effective implementation of FVA and HCA may be important to effective institutional risk management, such that stronger valuation practices and related governance processes may help to safeguard institutions against risk. Both approaches to valuation notably involve their own implicit weaknesses and assumptions. Even when implementation is strong, neither approach is likely to be perfect in the financial information that it generates.

Implementation and governance issues pertaining to FVA and HCA tie back to the problem of systemic risk in several ways. First, systemic risk frequently originates from, or is triggered by, institutional risk. Thus, it follows that weaknesses in FVA and HCA that contribute to institutional risk have the potential to contribute to or exacerbate systemic risk as well. Second, the informational quality of FVA and HCA financial statements is of great importance to prudential and systemic risk regulators, just as it is to investors. When the quality of information contained in financial statements is poor or distorted, then regulators may also be impaired in assessing risk and in responding to it effectively. Finally, a related point is the basic observation that regardless of which valuation approach is used (FVA or HCA), there may be an important distinction to draw between institutions that pursue that approach well versus those that do so poorly or ineffectively. These distinctions in the fidelity of valuation could also sometimes have systemic implications and impact, such as by undercutting market confidence in the meaningfulness of accounting information and thereby contributing to episodes of liquidity pricing.

---

1 For purposes of this report, we distinguish between “prudential regulation,” which focuses on ensuring the institutional solvency of individual banks, and “systemic risk regulation,” which focuses on ensuring the stability of the financial system as a whole. In practice, a single federal agency (e.g., the Federal Reserve) may carry out responsibilities in both of these areas.
Conclusions and Recommendations

We conclude that policymakers concerned with systemic risk in the wake of the 2008 crisis have at times been preoccupied with the wrong set of questions about FVA. In our view, whether FVA caused the 2008 crisis and which of FVA or HCA is the “better” accounting approach are not the most useful questions to focus on. Based on our reading of the available empirical evidence, we conclude that FVA was probably not a primary driver of the 2008 crisis, nor does the history of the crisis comport well with the theory of an FVA-induced, procyclical spiral of asset sales and markdowns, culminating in widespread bank insolvencies. Meanwhile, the long-running debate over whether FVA or HCA is objectively “better” is also likely a canard for policymakers whose practical concern is strengthening the financial system against systemic risk.

Based on our review, we conclude that both FVA and HCA can produce useful information, that both can be vulnerable to producing misinformation when not applied rigorously, and that both are capable of contributing to systemic risk in some circumstances. In order to generate high-quality financial information, both approaches depend on rigorous implementation, strong support from governance and controls within financial institutions, and on meaningful oversight through independent audit and regulatory processes. When those supports are weak and the quality of accounting information generated is poor, then both of FVA and HCA can contribute to the accumulation of institutional risk and to various channels for contagion and systemic risk across the financial sector.

Given the foregoing, the more important question for policymakers to focus on, with regard to accounting standards and systemic risk, is this:

• How can FVA and HCA, and the financial information that both methods generate, be improved to better protect against systemic risk to the banking sector in the future?

In answering the question, it is important to consider what kinds of changes in institutional practice, accounting standards, and prudential oversight might support improved protection against systemic risk. The ultimate challenge is to identify reasonable prospects for reform along these lines, recognizing the implicit trade-off with any increase in costs to the private sector associated with more burdensome accounting or regulatory requirements.

Based on our review and research on these issues, we suggest several related avenues for policymakers to explore, each reflecting a potential direction for reform. We offer these as broad options for policymakers and standard-setters to consider, rather than as formal recommendations. In particular, the costs and benefits associated with any of these options would need to be assessed in detail and would likely depend on fine points of implementation beyond the scope of our current study. Regardless, the options that follow illustrate a range of leverage points that could be tapped in the future, in efforts to strengthen accounting practice and standards under both FVA and HCA while reducing related risks to the financial system.

Governance

• Policymakers should consider new steps to strengthen institutional governance and control mechanisms that in turn support higher-quality FVA and HCA practices within financial firms. The fidelity of accounting information is unlikely to exceed the quality of whatever
institutional process generates it. Stronger regulatory guidance and oversight protecting
the integrity of the valuation process, and of the management and corporate governance
framework that supports it, could help to improve the quality of both FVA and HCA
information, and thereby safeguard against risk accumulation and contagion among
financial firms.

• **Policymakers could strengthen FVA and HCA approaches to valuation by improving audit
oversight in connection with both approaches.** To the extent that auditors face significant
challenges in providing rigorous oversight for mark-to-model valuations under FVA, and
for the evaluation of other-than-temporary impairments under HCA, policymakers ought
to consider ways to strengthen and better support auditors in performing that oversight.

**Standard Setting**

• **Policymakers should consider tightening generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
standards in connection with both FVA and HCA, to improve the quality of information pro-
vided about the impact of liquidity pricing on each valuation approach.** Given that problems
with the two approaches tend to arise in the context of liquidity pricing and in accounting
for other-than-temporary impairment, it follows that more explicit guidelines for dealing
with these problems under the standards might be helpful in producing more consistent
financial disclosures.

• **Policymakers should clarify whether financial statements truly are required to disclose sufficient
detail about FVA mechanics to allow users of financial statements to reconstruct and assess the
details of valuation models for themselves.** Current GAAP standards under ASC 820\(^2\) do
seem to require this level of disclosure in connection with mark-to-model valuations and
level 3 inputs,\(^3\) but a cursory review of actual fair value disclosures in bank financial state-
ments makes it far less clear what’s actually required in practice here.

• **Policymakers should consider developing or adding metrics of valuation robustness to augment
standard financial disclosures under GAAP.** One way to build on existing FVA and HCA
disclosures in financial statements would be to develop better metrics to rate the qual-
ity of valuation processes and the data that flow from them. Existing value-at-risk (VaR)
based calculations offer one possible avenue for such metrics, by seeking to quantify the
magnitude of observable variation around a point estimate of fair value for an asset port-
folio. Complementary metrics might be developed to focus on the quality of the institu-
tional controls and governance that support the valuation process, or on the quality and
recency of any reference market prices used in FVA.

• **Policymakers and standard-setters should consider adding disclosure requirements to address
situations in which market power and other forms of price endogeneity are likely to influence
FVA observed market values.** In particular, when the holder of an asset has concentrated
ownership and faces a thin market for selling it, then the holder’s own choices about

---

\(^2\) ASC 820 refers to a May 2011 update of the Financial Accounting Standards Board’s Accounting Standards Codifica-
tion titled “Fair Value Measurement” (FASB, 2011).

\(^3\) “Level 3 inputs” are unobservable inputs that correspond to assumptions made by a reporting institution, concerning
the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing an asset. See discussion in appendix on the hierarchy of
inputs to fair value measurement, as specified in GAAP per ASC 820.
whether or not to sell may substantially affect both the supply and market price of the asset.

**Prudential Regulation**

- *Regulators should consider, when strengthening regulatory capital requirements, the potential for perverse asset valuation and institutional governance effects.* The aim in strengthening institutional capital requirements (as under Basel III\(^4\)) is typically to help make banks stronger and more resilient to shocks. For that aim to be met, however, banks actually need to fulfill the more rigorous requirements. To the extent that asset valuation practices are unreliable, opaque, and/or subject to distortion, then it may be difficult for outsiders to know how well the strengthened requirements are truly being met.

- *Regulators should evaluate whether asset risk-weighting in bank capital requirements has the potential to contribute to perverse risk effects and contagion, in connection with FVA.* One area for concern in systemic oversight is the possibility that risk-weighting of assets might sometimes create an incentive for banks to preferentially liquidate an asset valued with FVA over alternative categories of non-FVA assets, at a time when doing so magnifies the likelihood of procyclicality, erosion in asset value, and spreading weakness to the regulatory capital of other institutions.

- *Prudential regulators should consider playing a more prominent role in vetting asset valuation practice at large institutions.* The prudential regulators are a key stakeholder group in using FVA and HCA information for risk oversight, and they also occupy a unique position in having influence over, and visibility into, multiple financial institutions at the same time. As illustrated by the 2009 Supervisory Capital Assessment Program, regulatory oversight can be used to investigate and help buttress the fidelity of valuation across institutions, while imposing some common baseline assumptions on related practice.

---

\(^4\) Basel III is a global, voluntary regulatory standard on bank capital adequacy. See Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2010).
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**CHAPTER ONE**

**Introduction**

*Fair value accounting* (FVA) refers to the practice of periodically revaluing an asset (or a liability), based on current prices in a liquid market. Fair value accounting is commonly distinguished from the competing method of *historical cost accounting* (HCA), in which the book value of an asset is based on the price that was originally paid for it. In practice, both of these perspectives on asset valuation are deeply embedded in the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) framework in the United States, and each is defined by an elaborate set of accounting standards, methods, and metrics. The details of how FVA and HCA apply to different financial accounting situations can be complex, and difficult to fathom for non-accountants. The details are nevertheless important, because the accounting standards define the anatomy of the financial disclosures that public companies are required to make as a part of their regular securities filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Moreover, the accounting standards are also deeply tied to the prudential regulation of financial institutions (including banks) and, by extension, to assessing the adequacy of bank capital reserves. In sum, FVA and HCA are of central importance both to investors and regulators in determining the basic informational substrate for evaluating the financial well-being of public companies and banking institutions.

FVA became a focus for intense scrutiny and debate during the financial crisis of 2008, when some argued that fair value and “mark-to-market” practices had been a primary factor in contributing to the crisis and to the eruption of systemic risk among large financial institutions. The argument was generally that initial downward pressure on the prices of mortgage-backed securities and related assets fed through to institutional balance sheets via FVA, which in turn led to increasing sales of those assets to raise additional capital (particularly among large banks). The sales then allegedly contributed to additional downward momentum in asset prices, further eroding institutional capital, and to subsequent rounds of compulsory selling as banks struggled to meet their regulatory capital requirements and/or fulfill counterparty collateral requirements in the face of the crunch.

1. A “liquid market” is one in which there is an abundance of ready buyers and sellers for an asset, and consequently in which it is easy to determine the market-clearing price for that asset.

2. Both approaches are also embedded in the accounting framework of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which has been adopted by many other parts of the world. See also discussion on IFRS convergence in the appendix to this report.

3. Mark-to-market is the most basic version of FVA and involves assigning a price to an asset based on the publicly quoted price for the same asset trading on an exchange, ideally in a liquid market.

Arguments and Counterarguments About FVA

Several related arguments were also made by FVA critics. First was that the very notion of an objective “market price” may be fundamentally misleading under conditions of extreme illiquidity. Second was the idea that FVA might contribute to risk contagion among a group of financial institutions with strongly correlated investment portfolios and/or a network of counterparty financial relationships among themselves. Third was that forcing banks to mark to market during a crisis could have the effect of compelling asset sales in response to transient market conditions, when the banks might otherwise have realized a much better price on their assets simply by holding onto them longer. Implicitly, all of these arguments tie back to the valuation alternative of HCA and the premise that HCA would be more robust to these sorts of problems involving distorted market prices and financial risk.

The counterarguments made in favor of FVA are numerous. Advocates of FVA have suggested that fair value actually provides more transparency in balance sheets rather than less, and that rigorous FVA practice makes speculative bubbles less likely to accumulate in the first place.5 It has also been pointed out, of course, that the crisis involved a complex tapestry of events and antecedent conditions, including widespread opportunism and deception in the origination of home mortgages; securitization of mortgages into a hierarchy of exotic pooled investments with poorly understood risk characteristics; and over-leveraging of the finance pipeline for residential real estate at multiple points within the system.6 Whether FVA is best understood as a primary causal factor in the crisis, or as a minor accelerant in an episode of financial deleveraging that would have occurred anyway, remains a point of heated debate. Among the financial institutions that actually failed during the crisis, it has been observed that some primarily held trading securities and other assets subject to FVA treatment, while others focused their business on hold-to-maturity assets that received HCA treatment. Concentrated exposure to FVA in the balance sheet was neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for the banks that went insolvent during the crisis.7 In turn, this suggests that the role of FVA in the crisis may be more nuanced than any simple explanation might imply.

Both the recent financial crisis and the long-running historical debate over which of FVA or HCA is “better” invite some basic threshold reflection on the two accounting approaches, and how they work in practice. For example, to what degree do FVA and HCA differ in their underlying mechanics, and in the ways that they incorporate different aspects of risk (e.g., credit and liquidity) into the process of establishing asset values? Are embedded assumptions about the quality of accounting information, and of auditing, important to understand in reading financial statements, regardless of whether FVA or HCA is used to prepare them? And is there a basic alignment between FVA and HCA standards and different business models, such that it makes particular sense to use FVA in some contexts and HCA in others? We explore these threshold issues in some detail in Chapter Two, as well as in the appendix to this report.

---

5 See, e.g., CFA Institute (2010).
7 See discussion in Chapter Four. See also SEC (2008).
Systemic Risk, Accounting Standards, and Prudential Regulation

For our purposes in this report, the most important questions about FVA and HCA involve their relationship to “systemic risk”—i.e., the contagion of financial risk across institutions, with the potential to destabilize an entire financial system or market, as opposed to the simple risk of insolvency for any single financial institution or bank within the system. The crisis of 2008 is notably an example of a “systemic event,” in which the insolvency of particular banks and institutions was symptomatic of the dissolution of a broader speculative bubble, and in which some individual bank failures threatened to spread contagion (that is, the risk of insolvency and institutional failures) more broadly.

Questions about systemic risk in the financial system also connect to the regulation of banks8 and to the relationship between that regulation and accounting standards. Under Federal Reserve rules and in conformance with internationally agreed-upon standards, depository banks are required to maintain a defined fraction of their capital as equity in liquid assets, to ensure their solvency and the ability to pay off liabilities in the ordinary course of business. Regulatory capital requirements for banks tie directly to systemic risk, in that those requirements determine the financial “cushion” that banks have against sudden liquidity shocks and runs on assets—loosely speaking, less cushion means more vulnerability. But it turns out that bank capital requirements are also tied closely to FVA and HCA standards, since the latter play directly into calculations about how much capital banks actually have on hand. One implication, therefore, is that any consideration of the systemic implications of FVA and HCA is likely also to touch on the regulation of banks and of their capital requirements. Another is that accounting standard setting and bank regulation involve complementary areas of policy that intertwine with each other. By extension, modifying one set of standards or rules may have collateral effects on the other, in ways that deserve careful scrutiny by policymakers.

The recent policy debate over the impact and appropriate breadth of FVA standards has historical antecedents that long precede the most recent episode of financial crisis. Related accounting issues were prominent in the savings-and-loan (S&L) crisis of the 1980s, and were also salient during the less developed country (LDC) crisis of the 1970s. Competing views about the relative merits of FVA and HCA approaches led to oscillating accounting practices and standards throughout much of the 20th century. In the 1920s, for example, FVA rather than HCA was more typically the norm in corporate bookkeeping.9 The history of these accounting issues (and episodes of crisis) provides important context for the long-running dispute about which approach is objectively more accurate and illuminating, particularly with regard to the asset books of banks and other financial institutions. Recent arguments about the merits of expanding FVA treatment to new categories of assets, such as banks’ portfolios of loans, have to be viewed in this context. As we will endeavor to show, many of the concerns that have been raised in the recent debate over FVA are only peripherally connected to systemic risk issues.

---

8 Known in finance as “prudential regulation”—that is, regulations intended to protect investors by setting limits on the risks financial institutions may take.

9 See Shearer (2010); SEC (2008).
Purpose of This Study

The current research study was undertaken by the RAND Corporation during late 2010 to early 2012, with support from the Goldman Sachs Global Markets Institute. The aim of the study was to investigate FVA and HCA policy issues in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008, and to explain the relevance of the accounting standards and recent debate to a nontechnical policy audience. We particularly seek to address two basic questions:

1. What is the relationship between accounting approaches (FVA and HCA) and systemic risk?
2. What kinds of regulatory, governance, and accounting standards options might policymakers consider to respond to concerns about systemic risk?

Although we also touch on a range of other FVA and HCA issues throughout this report, our primary intent is to provide a foundation for understanding the accounting approaches and the recent debate over them, as a platform for addressing these basic questions about systemic risk.

Research Methods

To address these questions, we conducted an extensive review of published literature on FVA, HCA, systemic and institutional risk, and the prudential regulation of banks. The review included both research and academic studies published on these topics, as well as a broad range of regulatory materials and guidance documents, accounting standards and related commentaries and proposals, public opinion letters, reports from various private-sector and nongovernment organizations, and a range of advocacy pieces, articles, and books. We particularly focused on relevant literature published during and after the 2008 financial crisis and on the empirical studies that attempted to examine the influence of FVA in the context of that crisis. We also compiled historical case studies on two major episodes of systemic risk in the financial system: the S&L crisis of the late 1980s and the LDC crisis of the 1970s. We again reviewed a range of published materials and commentaries in putting these case studies together.

Our investigation also drew on extensive interviews with an array of stakeholders and experts concerning various facets of FVA, HCA, risk management, risk regulation, and the financial services industry. In total, we spoke with more than 65 people over the course of the study, including auditors and partners at large accounting firms (3); buy- and sell-side equity and fixed-income analysts (5); current and former government officials (7); current and former representatives from professional accounting organizations and standard-setting groups (6); accounting and finance executives at a range of bank (8) and nonbank financial institutions (15); accounting and finance executives from outside the financial services community (2); officials and executives with accounting organizations and other nonprofit banking and finance organizations (6); and a range of other executives connected with commercial and investment banks (11).

The interviews were conducted either in person or by phone using an open-ended, semi-structured interview protocol. Most of the interviews were conducted between September 2010 and July 2011. Interviews covered the practical application of FVA and HCA in valuing finan-
cial assets; the business and risk management implications of FVA and HCA for institutions and regulators; and the link between valuation methods and the prudential oversight of financial institutions. All interviews were conducted on a confidential basis. Notes taken during interviews were subsequently reviewed, coded, and organized by topic area, and then analyzed for recurring themes and distinctive responses across interview participants. We incorporate relevant themes, quotes, and observations from the interviews throughout the body of this report.

In addition to the literature reviews, interviews, and case studies, this research project involved some exploratory analyses of financial and accounting data from banks, drawing particularly on banking data compiled by the Federal Reserve. We undertook these analyses in connection with our review of the literature and of previous empirical studies on FVA and institutional balance sheets, in order to better understand and evaluate the methods and results of those earlier studies.

**Organization of This Report**

The remainder of this report is organized into chapters corresponding to the major topics explored in this report. Chapter Two provides background on the FVA and HCA approaches and summarizes the long-running debate over the merit of these approaches. Chapters Three and Four focus on systemic risk and accounting standards, and on the prudential regulation of banks, accordingly. Chapter Five reviews two historical episodes involving FVA, HCA, and financial crisis and offers comments on what they teach us about systemic risks issues. Chapter Six explores a series of implementation and governance issues that influence the quality of FVA and HCA information, in ways that can contribute to systemic risk. In the final chapter of this report, we integrate our findings across topic areas and offer a set of conclusions and recommendations on accounting standards and systemic risk for consideration by the policy and business communities.
Background: The Debate over FVA and HCA

The purpose of standardized accounting is to provide sufficient financial information to investors, shareholders, creditors, managers, and others, so that each can make meaningful assessments about the value and sustainability of firms. In a vacuum, judgments about value can often be subjective. What one person deems to be priceless artwork, for example, might be viewed by another as lacking any merit or value. In the context of the financial world, commonly agreed-upon standards for accounting can help to establish consensus and objectivity in valuation practices. Since financial statements are used by a variety of people for a variety of purposes, commonly agreed-upon accounting standards have been formulated in an effort to provide fair and consistent financial information about firms. In the United States, the basic standards for financial accounting in business are known as generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).

GAAP includes standards that define both FVA and HCA practice. These standards determine when and how each valuation approach is to be used in the preparation of formal financial statements. In the appendix to this document, we offer a quick overview of the GAAP framework that specifies each of FVA and HCA. We also briefly describe the related modifications to GAAP standards that were enacted around the time of the 2008 financial crisis.

What Are the Sources of Deep Disagreement over FVA and HCA?

Notwithstanding the defining GAAP standards for applying FVA and HCA, there remains a rancorous debate over the merits of these competing approaches, their potential impact on investors and institutions, and their connections to systemic risk. Among accounting experts, regulators, and banking and financial services executives, people’s feelings about FVA seem to be deeply divided and passionately held, in ways not fully summarized by or determined based purely on their membership in one or more of these groups.1 Strong differences of opinion were notably reflected in some of the hearings on FVA organized by the SEC in 2008, and in public comment letters received by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in

---

1 So, for example, many banking institutions and organizations went on record opposing the proposed expansion of fair value standards during 2009 and 2010 (see, e.g., Financial Services Roundtable, 2010). But some significant financial institutions, most notably Goldman Sachs, have been strong advocates for FVA (see, e.g., Goldman Sachs, 2010a, 2010b). Likewise, the U.S. prudential regulators (Federal Reserve, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation [FDIC], Office of the Comptroller of the Currency [OCC], etc.) were unified in their opposition to expanded fair value treatment (Federal Reserve et al., 2010); but several SEC officials have expressed much more favorable and supportive sentiments about FVA in recent years.
2009, responding to [then] proposed revisions to the FVA standards. We heard similarly strong sentiments about FVA and HCA expressed in our interviews, by partisans on both sides of the FVA spectrum.

Although the debate over FVA grew louder in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, the debate actually has historical origins that long predate the current episode of financial turmoil. In fact, the current framework of accounting standards and bank regulation that has emerged through recent decades is in part a reflection of a much longer-running debate over the wisdom of FVA versus HCA. For persons previously unfamiliar with the accounting standards and their history, the questions invited by the long-running debate are: Why have people been engaged in a decades-long argument over something so esoteric? What are some of the major underlying differences of opinion and assumption that have contributed to the debate? In turn, how do those key points of disagreement tie back to the relationship of the accounting standards to systemic risk?

**What Do Consumers of Accounting Information Really Want to Know?**

FVA and HCA, as applied to assets, focus on different basic snapshots of valuation. Each is subject to different problems and limitations. FVA, by definition, involves establishing the current value of an asset, or the price at which the asset could be sold for today, based (whenever possible) on observable market prices. FVA is maximally relevant with regard to assets that are likely to be sold in the near term, and in connection with portfolios of securities that trade on liquid markets, when the clearing prices for the assets are easy to observe and to document. FVA becomes far more complex, and less easily verifiable, as applied to illiquid or non-market-traded securities, when valuations are based on finance models rather than markets, and when the assumptions that go into generating an FVA “price” may be obscure or of questionable validity. FVA may also be less relevant as a valuation method when applied to an asset that the owner has no intention of selling in the near future.

By contrast, HCA involves valuing an asset based on a historical price, defined by what the owner of the asset originally paid to acquire it. HCA is backward looking, and it does not involve adjusting the book value of an asset to reflect transient volatility or fluctuations in the market, nor for unrealized appreciation over time. HCA valuations are, however, supposed to be adjusted to reflect other-than-temporary impairments to the value of an asset, as when credit defaults in a portfolio of mortgages degrade the future flow of revenue that will be realized from those mortgages.3 Because of the nature of HCA valuation, the approach enjoys the advantages of being less volatile, less responsive to liquidity shock, less vulnerable to speculative run-up in asset prices, and less assumption-dependent than is sometimes the case for FVA valuation. For these reasons, HCA may provide particularly useful information in pricing the assets of a “going-concern” business, in which the intent is to hold the assets for a long period of time, and in which there is no likelihood of an insolvency that would compel a sale of the assets. HCA valuations may become misleading, however, when these assumptions are vio-

---

2 See, e.g., discussion in Cascini and DelFavero (2011).

3 In the context of a market characterized by significant credit risk and rising default rates, the adjustment of HCA asset values to reflect instances of other-than-temporary impairment becomes highly consequential. This was surely the case in 2008, and debate continues in the wake of the collapse over whether mortgage assets on banks’ books, traditionally dealt with under HCA, have been appropriately adjusted for impairment. See, e.g., Rapoport (2011).
lated, or when the impairment of assets to reflect nontemporary credit problems has been inaccurate or misleading.

A central underlying point of dispute in arguments about FVA is whether one or the other of these approaches provides “better” financial information, and if so, better for whom? Implicitly, investors who have a short time horizon on assets (as often applies to securities held for trading) will tend to be more interested in an FVA approach to understanding the value of the assets. The same is likewise true for investors seeking to assess the financial position of a firm or institution, when the latter faces a serious potential for insolvency. On the other hand, for investors seeking to assess the status of a going-concern business in which there is no risk of bankruptcy, HCA is sometimes viewed as a better index of the fundamental, long-run value of the assets of the firm: particularly so when the firm has no intention of selling or trading the assets in question, and when liquidity effects distort short-run prices in trading markets. In other words, different kinds of investors may have different perspectives about whether FVA or HCA is more useful or appropriate, depending both on the assets and the firms involved and on the investment context in which the financial information is going to be used. Both accounting approaches may offer useful (and nonduplicative) information in some circumstances.

Do Different Types of Users of Accounting Information Want to Know Different Things?

Another implicit point of disagreement centers on for whom the accounting information is actually being generated, and the primary purposes for which the information is going to be used. In practice, there clearly can be lots of different users of accounting information, including banks and financial services firms themselves (in tracking their own status and managing portfolio risk), contractual counterparties (in assessing the solvency of their partners in financial transactions), and equity analysts and economists (in assessing the financial status and risk of particular companies, market sectors, etc.), to name just a few. But in principle, two of the most important categories of users arguably overshadow most of the other groups and potentially have somewhat different perspectives and needs in how they use accounting information, and consequently different views about FVA and HCA. Those categories are investors (and particularly, investors in public company securities and stock) and regulators, respectively.

Investors

The investor community relies on accounting statements and financial information. The securities law framework in the United States requires standardized financial disclosures on the part of public companies, intended to protect and empower investors by serving their informational needs. Meanwhile, both the accounting standards promulgated by FASB and the

---

4 Even in these instances, though, investors’ interest in FVA assessments of asset value may be tempered by whether an asset is being valued by market or by model and, in the latter case, by the transparency, clarity, and validity of the assumptions in the model.

5 As we discuss next, different users of accounting information are on record as favoring either FVA or HCA as being more appropriate or illuminating for their own purposes. We encountered similar diversity of views in our own interviews with stakeholders. This raises another question, however. Do all users of accounting information share the same underlying interest in assessing the current prospects and financial situation of institutions? Or do they differ, even in this regard? The answer to this question is subtle, and in part ties to a discussion of varying time horizons for investment, which may lead some investors to be far more interested in FVA information than others. We will return to the topic of investment time horizons later in Chapter Two and in Chapter Six.
SEC regulatory requirements that build on those standards are aimed in large part at investor protection. Given that public company investors are some of the primary intended recipients of accounting information, one question that follows is, Is there reason to believe that those investors (as a group) are better served by an FVA or HCA approach to the assets on firms’ balance sheets? The answer is both yes and no: Some investors appear to prefer FVA information, while others prefer HCA. Many accounting experts and investor advocates have argued that an FVA approach provides more transparency in firms’ financial statements, and therefore is generally more consistent with promoting investor welfare. Others, however, have disputed those arguments, particularly by challenging whether FVA, as applied to nonliquid, nontrading assets, really does provide much incremental transparency.6

Regulators
The regulatory community comprises a second key group of consumers of accounting information. Several U.S. bank regulatory agencies, including the Federal Reserve, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), rely on accounting information (and on the accounting standards) as a basic resource in overseeing the status and solvency of banks and other financial institutions. The institutional role of these prudential agencies is very different from that of investor protection (which is the focus of the SEC): Their focus is instead on safeguarding the solvency of banking institutions, the interests of depositors, and/or protecting the stability of the banking system as a whole. Prudential regulators, too, make use of accounting information about financial services firms, as an important resource in helping to ensure institutional solvency and monitoring risk. These regulators, however, have not been advocates for expanding the application of FVA to new categories of assets on bank balance sheets. In fact, the agencies collectively have tended to oppose increased application of FVA principles: In particular, they issued an opinion letter opposing FASB’s 2009 FVA proposal to this end.7 In their opinion letter, the prudential agencies asserted that for purposes of banking oversight, the volatility associated with FVA could be highly problematic, and by implication, that HCA standards provide more useful and more stable information for their purposes.8

To the extent that different types of users of accounting information have fundamentally different informational needs and agendas to pursue, those differences surely contribute to subsequent disputes about the relative merits of, and appropriate contours for, FVA and HCA. Here again, the point is not that one side or the other of the debate is clearly superior. Rather, given multiple types of users with varying needs for, and perspectives on, accounting information, it’s possible for partisans of both FVA and HCA to have valid information preferences.

---

6 Compare, e.g., CFA Institute (2009) (arguing on behalf of the usefulness of expanded FVA disclosures from the perspective of investors) and Smith (2010) (summarizing investor arguments and comments received by FASB that disputed the usefulness of expanding FVA disclosures). In the context of our own interviews, one bank equity analyst notably commented that it was easier for him to use HCA information in financial statements because he felt he knew exactly how that information was derived. By contrast, he felt that FVA information on non-market-traded assets involved many more embedded and opaque assumptions, making it more difficult for him to know how much confidence to put in the numbers. Another analyst observed that it is difficult for an outsider to assess how “good” the FVA process is at a particular institution, when analyzing its financial statements, and that more transparency and disclosure about the process could significantly improve the quality of related financial statements.

7 See Federal Reserve et al. (2010).

8 Federal Reserve et al. (2010).
despite the fact that those preferences may superficially appear to be in conflict. Put another way, it may well be that both FVA and HCA have important roles to play in structuring financial disclosure and ensuring that needed information is available to different groups of users.

How Are Business Models and Investment Time Frames Relevant?

Both financial firm business models and the time horizon for investment are factors that sometimes divide the partisans of FVA and HCA, and that may be relevant in considering whether an HCA or FVA approach provides more useful information in a given context. With regard to firm business model, consider a financial services firm that operates primarily by trading securities in the open market. Such a firm is engaged in a business that involves lots of short-term buying and selling of assets, under conditions in which objective market prices for the assets are readily available. For a firm that operates in this way, FVA is a tractable and highly relevant approach to summarizing the value of the firm at any given point in time. At the opposite extreme is a financial services firm (say, a commercial bank) that mainly buys and holds long-term assets (as in the origination of bank loans), with the expectation of drawing a future stream of revenue from those assets. When the firm has no intention of selling or trading the assets to take advantage of fluctuations in market price, then an HCA approach to pricing the firm's assets (as a reflection of long-run value) may be better aligned with the firm's business model: again, a business model based not on taking advantage of transient asset prices in the market, but rather on fundamental asset values (i.e., the discounted present value of the future stream of returns associated with each asset). Thus, depending on the business model of any particular financial firm, either FVA or HCA may more naturally align with the kinds of assets the firm holds and the intent of the firm in seeking to make money from those assets.

In a similar vein, the investment time horizon for holding an asset is also conceptually pertinent to determining which accounting approach may convey more useful information. For a firm that holds assets with the intent to buy and sell quickly, as soon as the market price hits an advantageous value to liquidate, then FVA clearly offers the relevant answer for what the value of the assets are at any given point in time. But for another firm that holds similar investments, but in which there is no intent to sell the assets at all, then the liquidation value of the assets at any given point in time may not be especially helpful to understanding the long-run value of those assets for that firm. Here again, when assets are going to be held for the long term, and when there is no plan or intent to sell them and no risk of insolvency in the firm that holds them, then an HCA approach that focuses on fundamental asset values may arguably provide more useful information about the financial status of the assets, and of the firm. As more than one interview respondent told us, the time horizon of investment can be highly material in deciding what kind of accounting information and which accounting approach is likely to be more useful in understanding the financial position of a firm.

Although many of the people we spoke to believed that business model and time horizon offer important insights about which accounting approach is more appropriate in particular situations, there are also persons who strongly disagree with that point of view. Some advo-

---

9 In suggesting that FVA asset prices may sometimes be out of alignment with the long-run value for the same assets, one implication is that market prices are not always strong-form efficient. In many economics models and theories, strong-form efficiency of markets is a default assumption, and asset prices are assumed to reflect all relevant information. In the context of liquidity pricing, however, the efficient markets assumption is violated, and consequently the market price for assets may deviate from the discounted present value of the future revenue stream associated with the assets.
cates do believe that one accounting approach (either FVA or HCA) is broadly superior to the other. Strong critics of FVA have suggested that associated risks of procyclicality are so great that FVA is fundamentally problematic and misleading as applied to important categories of bank assets. At the opposite extreme, strong advocates of FVA have sometimes argued that it is fundamentally the more accurate and immediate reflection of asset values, no matter what assets are involved, and regardless of the intended time horizon of a firm’s business model or investments. Current standards under GAAP notably align with a mixed approach to this debate over FVA and HCA: namely, in specifying that a mixture of FVA and HCA approaches are appropriate in different instances, and that neither approach is uniformly superior to the other in the information that it provides.

Asset Volatility: Error or Information?

Another serious point of disagreement between partisans of FVA and HCA often involves their perspectives on volatility in asset prices, and their views on whether or not such volatility itself provides useful information for understanding asset (and firm) values. Because FVA involves periodically updating asset values based on current prices in liquid markets, fair values for assets will fluctuate with the market on a periodic (perhaps quarterly, perhaps daily) basis. For some kinds of assets, such as trading securities, those fluctuations may be highly consequential and meaningful. In particular, trading of securities is a business in which daily entry and exit from particular positions is the basis for generating revenue, and daily prices are the metric for deciding whether to buy or sell assets. For firms that operate in this way, and for assets that are typically traded, volatility in prices is a basic part of the information that is needed to understand the financial position of a firm at any given point in time. Put another way, FVA provides a window on the most up-to-date and accurate values that are available concerning these sorts of assets, and the firms that own them, at any designated point of observation.

Opponents and critics of FVA, particularly as the latter applies to banks and to some important categories of bank assets, have a very different perspective on volatility. Critics of FVA sometimes argue that volatility in spot prices for assets, and particularly for assets that the banks have no intention of selling, is fundamentally misleading as an indicator of asset values in the hands of those banks. Here again, the argument is made that where the expressed intent of the bank is to hold a long-term asset in order to realize a stream of future income (as with a mortgage loan), then market prices based on liquidating the asset may be irrelevant or misleading as applied to valuation on the bank’s balance sheet. Moreover, it is also sometimes argued that volatility in asset values itself causes problems for bank management and oversight, either because volatility makes it very difficult to maintain stable reserves to meet regulatory capital requirements (discussed further in Chapter Four), or because the simple calculation of asset values becomes highly burdensome or expensive for banks to do on a frequent basis, particularly for large portfolios of non-exchange-traded assets (such as mortgages or commercial loans). The former argument is notably a position espoused by some current and former bank

---

10 Or alternately based on financial models, where market prices for assets are unavailable.

11 The argument becomes stronger with the added proviso of asset markets in which liquidity pricing and less-than-perfect information apply. In other words, from the perspective of bank investors, to the extent that a bank is well-capitalized and doesn’t need to sell its hold-to-maturity assets, then day-to-day fluctuations in the value of the assets become far less relevant. It’s only when a forced liquidation of assets is threatened that spot market prices abruptly become the relevant metric for understanding the value of assets that would otherwise be viewed as hold-to-maturity investments.
regulators, while the latter was an argument made by several of the banking executives and advocates with whom we spoke.12

The question about whether FVA-induced volatility is fundamentally important, and a reflection of value in its own right, or instead a nuisance in financial measurement that may be costly to track but is largely immaterial, ties back to several of the points already raised above. Who is the prospective user of the accounting information? What do they plan to use the information for? What is the business model of the firm that is holding the asset, and what is the time horizon of the investment at issue? Stakeholders with different answers to these basic questions tend to have very different perspectives on volatility, and on the relative merits of FVA and HCA. And often those stakeholders find themselves in disagreement about which accounting approach is “better,” and about the appropriate contours for applying FVA and HCA.

Is Either Accounting Approach More Subject to Misinformation?
Still another point over which partisans of FVA and HCA tend to disagree is the extent to which one or the other of the accounting approaches is more vulnerable to generating bad information, or more subject to distortion through bad accounting practice. Criticisms of FVA along these lines were widespread during the financial crisis in 2008, when the liquidity crunch caused some trading markets to dry up, and assets that were ordinarily capable of being priced through objective market quotes suddenly appeared not to be. At the time, disagreements raged about whether alleged “liquidity prices” for assets were in fact “real,” and if not, what the appropriate alternative was for pricing the assets under those conditions. Although FASB issued emergency guidance on this point during 2008, intended to offer banks and other institutions more flexibility in applying FVA principles at the height of the crisis, that guidance was also roundly criticized for being inadequate and ambiguous.13

Even apart from the application of FVA during an acute crisis, other critics have questioned the robustness of FVA prices as applied to assets not typically traded on liquid markets, in which pricing is done by model, and with model assumptions that may be questionable or less than transparent. As one interview respondent told us, “It is entirely possible for two firms in good faith to value a nontrading asset under two different fair value models, and to book substantially different prices for the asset, both of which are nevertheless valid under GAAP.” Another respondent said, “Auditing firms are often not particularly strong in evaluating the models used in determining fair value for illiquid assets. Often, those models are much better understood by the firms and banks that apply them than by the auditors who oversee them.”

---

12 The argument that FVA may be difficult or costly to implement, as applied to the loan book of a traditional commercial bank, basically sidesteps the more fundamental question of whether FVA produces useful information. Presumably, the cost of generating FVA information escalates for loan assets that are nonfungible and not exchange traded; for which considerable judgment and/or sophisticated modeling will be required to generate FVA prices; and for relatively small institutions that hold large quantities of hold-to-maturity loans. We are unable to offer an opinion about how cost-prohibitive FVA truly would be to implement in such instances: We heard conflicting views about this from different stakeholders whom we interviewed.

13 See particularly Financial Accounting Standard (FAS) 157-4 (FASB, 2009d) and proposed FASB Staff Position (FSP) FAS 157-e (FASB, 2009b) and associated comment letter summary (FASB, 2009c). Both critics and supporters of the FASB guidance noted that it didn’t really change the basic FVA framework, and simply emphasized that institutional judgment is required in determining when acute illiquidity makes market prices an inappropriate yardstick for marking the value of assets. See also, e.g., discussion in Johnson and Leone (2009). Note that the current GAAP standard on fair value accounting is codified at ASC 820, “Fair Value Measurement” (FASB, no date-a).
The argument is that FVA prices coming out of these models may sometimes be misleading, opaque, and based on questionable assumptions. The argument is also made that FVA-based valuation models may sometimes be vulnerable to manipulation by firms, and particularly so where the consequences of asset valuation may have very high stakes for the continued solvency of a firm.

Equally serious criticisms have sometimes been leveled against the HCA approach. Notably, HCA prices under GAAP are supposed to be modified to reflect accounting for non-temporary impairments in asset values, as where credit default on a bank loan means that the bank will not be able to realize the full stream of payments to which it would otherwise have been entitled. In practice, the standards governing HCA impairment are complicated, and they were also placed under review by FASB in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis. Several experts we interviewed, however, suggested that impairment accounting in practice involves considerable judgment on the part of banks (and other institutions), that banks are often overly reluctant when it comes to writing other-than-temporary impairments onto their books, and that bank examiners who are called upon to review the books of insolvent institutions often find serious deficiencies in accounting for non-temporary impairments by banks. Put in other words, HCA can be vulnerable to some of the same problems and distortions as FVA when it comes to accounting for other-than-temporary impairment: namely, opacity of practice, subjective judgment, unreasonable optimism, and potential for manipulation.

As we discuss in more detail in Chapter Five, inadequate accounting for impairments contributed significantly to the S&L crisis of the 1980s. More recently, some critics argued that inflated values of assets on bank balance sheets may have contributed to the run-up of the 2008 real estate bubble, and even that U.S. banks still may be carrying large quantities of toxic assets on their balance sheets, without having marked them down to reflect other-than-temporary impairment. In these kinds of instances, the hope is always that the prices for the assets will eventually return to levels close to the historical cost. As some commentators have observed, where HCA valuations are not appropriately modified for impairment, they may sometimes contribute to “gambling for resurrection,” that is, the practice of holding on to bad assets to avoid insolvency, by concealing loss of value in hopes of a future rebound in asset prices. In our interviews, we heard radically different viewpoints from several of our respondents about whether the failure to account for other-than-temporary impairment in toxic loan assets remains a major problem in bank balance sheets today.

---

14 Of course, these are criticisms that presumably could also be addressed through improved disclosures by institutions regarding their underlying models, methods, and assumptions in generating FVA asset prices.

15 So for example, one person we spoke to described increasing discrepancies between reported values in the collateralized debt obligation (CDO) portfolios of several institutions, versus the actual trading prices of the comparative benchmark indices, in 2008. The extent to which any of the discrepancies reflected deliberate manipulation of values, as opposed to sloppy practice or overly optimistic model assumptions, likely varied from institution to institution.

16 See then Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) 114 (Accounting by Creditors for Impairment of a Loan FASB, 2008); see also Proposed FASB Staff Position No. FAS 115-a, FAS 124-a, and EITF 99-20-b (Recognition and Presentation of Other-Than-Temporary Impairments) (FASB, 2009a). Note that the corresponding GAAP standards are currently codified in scattered sections of ASC 320, “Investments—Debt and Equity Securities”; ASC 325, “Investments—Other”; and ASC 310, “Receivables” (FASB, no date-a).

17 The difference in views was illustrated in the comments of two people we spoke to. One asserted that CDO values broadly fell by 60 percent or more at the height of the financial crisis but had mostly recovered back to par value in the years since, suggesting that underlying assets had never been impaired to anywhere near the degree that the markets initially
Concluding Observations

Many of the traditional arguments about the merits of FVA and HCA involve advocates and stakeholders who appear to be arguing past each other rather than with each other. In other words, different stakeholders often start from very different assumptions in reaching their own views about the competing merits of FVA and HCA. Even the answers to basic questions about who the key consumers of accounting information are and for what purposes accounting information is going to be used can lead respondents to very different conclusions about FVA and HCA and about the evolving contours of accounting policy. On the bright side, one implication is that there may be greater commonality of opinion across the two sides of the debate than is typically recognized. In our interviews, we spoke with partisans on both sides who nevertheless acknowledged that “the other accounting approach can be appropriate in some circumstances” and that both accounting approaches can generate problems when misused, abused, or misapplied.

For purposes of this report, the debate over FVA and HCA elicits two key questions: How do the background differences in assumptions and perspectives on FVA and HCA pertain to the link between accounting standards and systemic risk? Does one or the other approach contribute a greater vulnerability to systemic risk, by virtue of any of the attributes sketched out here? In the next two chapters, we examine in detail the relationship between systemic risk, FVA and HCA accounting standards, and the prudential regulation of banks.

suggested. Another person pointed out that there may still be large quantities of overvalued loan assets still held on banks’ books without impairment, even years later, based on the hope that the losses in value will eventually prove to be transient.
A central question raised in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008 has been whether accounting standards, and FVA in particular, contributed directly to systemic risk across the entire financial infrastructure. Many critics have argued that the requirement that banks mark their assets to market had the effect during the 2008 crisis of spreading and accelerating a sell-off, with the consequence of further eroding asset prices and creating a feedback loop of deleveraging, evaporating liquidity, and destabilized bank balance sheets and income statements.

Several of our interviewees related a version of this story. Yet this perspective raises several questions. What is “systemic risk” in this context? What is the implication of suggesting that FVA causes, or contributes to, systemic risk? In context, is it sufficient that a single systemically important entity (like a Citigroup or an AIG) finds itself in difficulty by virtue of mark-to-market requirements, and that the risk to that entity is then transferred to other institutions by contractual commitments? Or is something stronger and qualitatively different implied when we suggest that FVA itself contributes to “systemic” risk? Given that the 2008 crisis was systemically important, it seems almost tautological to say that the use of FVA during that crisis was in some way associated with systemic impact. To understand the role of FVA in the 2008 crisis, and more broadly its relationship to systemic risk, the key question becomes: How important are accounting approaches as a pathway for transmitting risk across institutions, and does FVA in particular contribute to the contagion of risk in some unique or special way?

In this chapter, we explore the relationship between accounting standards and episodes of financial crisis and systemic risk. In particular, we focus on how accounting standards could, under conditions that might otherwise be considered a “perfect storm,” play a role in spreading risk from sectors of the economy and firms that experience direct losses (as when a focused economic shock occurs) to other sectors and firms that would not otherwise be affected but for the transmission by FVA of eroding asset prices. We also consider how this theoretical possibility is incorporated into some liquidity pricing models in economics, and the limits of those models in establishing the magnitude of risk posed by FVA accounting approaches in the real world.

What Is Systemic Risk?

First, it is helpful to pin down what we mean by “systemic risk.” The recent academic and trade literature includes a large number of papers dealing with the topic of systemic risk and the recent financial crisis (see Hellwig, 2009, and references therein). At present, the term “systemic risk” has not generated strong consensus around a single formal definition in the economics literature. At its broadest, the term is simply a catchall phrase for referring to any
risk shared by, or affecting, the entire financial system, as opposed to risk that pertains more narrowly to particular firms, asset categories, or transactions within the system. Schwarcz, in a 2008 review article, cites several different definitions for the expression “systemic risk”:

- The probability that cumulative losses will occur from an event that ignites a series of successive losses along a chain of [financial] institutions or markets comprising . . . a system.
- The potential for a modest economic shock to induce substantial volatility in asset prices, significant reductions in corporate liquidity, potential bankruptcies, and efficiency losses.
- The risk that a default by one market participant will have repercussions on other participants due to the interlocking nature of financial markets.

The common feature of these various definitions is that a trigger event leads to a cascade of instability affecting other financial institutions and/or markets. The trigger event could be an economic shock or institutional failure in one sector of the economy.1

For purposes of our discussion of FVA, we focus on a more narrow definition of systemic risk, corresponding to a particular flavor of what economists call “contagion.” Contagion involves the transfer of financial instability between institutions or market sectors. For purposes of this report, we focus particularly on instances of contagion between firms or sectors seemingly without direct economic connection, such that an initial shock occurring in one sector or firm then spreads to other seemingly independent sectors or firms.2 In our usage here, “contagion” is distinct from the notion of counterparty risk, which suggests instead that risk is passed directly between two entities that share a contractual or economic relationship with each other.3 According both to popular anecdote and to theories of liquidity pricing, FVA, but not HCA, is potentially associated with this kind of risk contagion under some specifiable circumstances. We explore the particulars below.

As we will revisit later in this chapter, we do not intend to suggest that contagion is the only form of systemic risk, or the only vector for systemic risk transmission. Rather, contagion offers the most coherent and rigorous definition for exploring a causal link between FVA and the possible transmission of risk throughout the financial system.

---

1 To the best of our knowledge, the term “systemic risk” was first used in an economics/finance paper in 1994, in a review of a book written by a World Bank economist. See Schwarcz (2008). The term does not originate within economics, finance, or accounting, and, again, it seems to mean different things to different people. In this chapter, we primarily use the term to describe system-wide effects that involve contagion of risk between otherwise unrelated sectors of the economy.

2 See, e.g., recent discussion of financial contagion in CNN, “A Greek tragedy: How the Debt Crisis Spread Like a Virus in 'Contagion,'” September 19, 2011. Note that the word “contagion” is also sometimes used far more broadly in the popular press than we intend here. For example, many commentators have recently asserted the threat of a Greek default on sovereign debt puts the rest of the European Union at risk, and particularly that it has the potential to “infect” French and German banks. But this is not the definition for “contagion” that we intend here. To the extent that French and German banks themselves hold Greek debt, then the French and German institutions are directly exposed to related risk, and the French and German economies would therefore be at risk in the event of a Greek default.

3 Note that the academic economics literature defines “contagion” more generally as the transmission of shock and instability from one financial institution to others in the system. Such transmission can occur through the interbank market or the payment system (e.g., Allen and Gale, 2000; Freixas, Pargi, and Rochet, 2000), or through information spillovers (e.g., Allen, Babus, and Carletti, 2012), as well as through asset prices. Although we focus on the latter form of risk contagion in this report, it is worth recognizing that FVA and HCA information may feed into other channels for risk transmission as well, and particularly so to the extent that poor valuation practice contributes to episodes of market illiquidity.
Liquidity Pricing and Economic Models of Contagion

One of the most important theoretical contributions to the debate on FVA and systemic risk involves liquidity pricing models in economics. Such models attempt to describe how financial risk might propagate across independent economic sectors and firms, based purely on the occurrence of an isolated liquidity shock and on the subsequent application of accounting standards to asset values.

A common feature of these models is the notion of “liquidity pricing,” or asset pricing driven by the availability of capital (i.e., cash) in the trading markets, rather than by the fundamental earning power of the asset (see Diamond and Rajan, 2001 and 2005). Liquidity pricing implies a disparity between the current market-clearing price for an asset versus the discounted stream of future payments that the asset will actually generate. In order for liquidity pricing to obtain, markets must be so illiquid that investors are actually “leaving money on the table”: a circumstance that only occurs where there are few liquid investors available in the market who are capable of purchasing assets at their fundamental values. In principle, liquidity pricing can arise in the economy for a variety of different reasons, but all involve a shortage of market participants with sufficient cash and willingness to purchase assets at their fundamental long-term values.

In practice, it can be difficult to identify episodes of liquidity pricing with confidence, based simply on a decline in the observed market price for assets. In any given situation, it is often unclear whether falling asset prices reflect fundamental changes in value (i.e., an erosion in the net present value of the future stream of payments anticipated from an asset) or are instead liquidity-driven.

Our interviews and the popular press notably provide several examples of possible liquidity pricing witnessed during the 2008 financial crisis. For example, in July of 2007, AAA-rated super-senior tranches of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) fell in value by 30 percent. As Allen and Carletti (2010) noted, if this loss of value in CDOs reflected the true state of the U.S. housing market at the time, then it corresponded to a belief among market participants that, eventually, three-quarters of the subprime securitized mortgages packaged within the CDOs would go into default. One possibility is that investors did indeed have this extreme belief regarding the credit risk embedded in CDOs and the likely prevalence of mortgage defaults. Another possibility is that liquidity pricing drove at least some of the observed loss of value in super-senior tranches of CDOs in July of 2007. At the time, it was impossible to determine

---

4 By “liquidity shock,” we mean an abrupt loss of liquidity, and of ready buyers and sellers for an asset, in a previously fluid asset market.

5 See also discussion in Allen and Carletti (2010).

6 Note that “fundamental value” of a financial asset is usually understood to represent the discounted present value of a future stream of payments that the asset would generate. Here again, exactly what that fundamental value is, and what adjustments should be made to reflect probable credit impairments (if any), is open to debate.

7 For example, liquidity pricing can occur as the result of the interacting institutions with different time horizons for their liabilities, and hence different time horizons on their need for liquidity, such that the price of an asset for some institutions in a crunch may be determined not by the expected future cash flows (i.e., the asset’s fundamentals), but rather by the availability of cash in the short-term market. Similar models and explanations are offered by Allen and Carletti (2008); Cifuentes, Ferruccio and Shin (2005); Plantin, Sapra, and Shin (2008); etc.

8 See discussion in Allen and Carletti (2010).
whether the observed drop in CDO prices was out of line with fundamental credit risks, since no one then knew what the ultimate default rate on mortgages would actually be.

Stipulating that liquidity pricing sometimes does indeed occur in the real world, how does this relate in turn to FVA and risk contagion? A basic idea, often incorporated into models of liquidity pricing, is that the application of FVA to assets may spread liquidity pricing from an initially affected firm or sector of the economy to other independent firms or sectors that would not otherwise be affected. The new firms would then be compelled to write down the prices of assets on their own books, in a way poorly aligned with fundamental values.

The Theoretical Relationship Between FVA, Liquidity Pricing, and Risk Contagion: The Industrial Bonds Example

So how does FVA relate to liquidity pricing and risk contagion in economic models? A simplified explanation goes something like this: Imagine a world with two independent firms, one of which is a bank (Firm A), and the other of which is an agricultural business (Firm B). The two firms have no economic connection to each other and no commonality other than that both happen hold an important financial asset in common (let’s call that asset “industrial bonds”). Now imagine that an isolated economic shock occurs that puts Firm B, the agricultural business, at risk of insolvency and compels it to raise cash. Imagine that Firm B needs to sell some of its assets (i.e., the industrial bonds) in the short term, but faces liquidity pricing when it tries to do so. As a result, when Firm B sells its industrial bonds, it realizes a price well below the “fundamental value,” i.e., the discounted present value of their future stream of payments associated with those bonds.

Thus, Firm B takes a loss because of an economic shock plus liquidity pricing. But what about Firm A, the bank? Well, in a world in which Firm A faces no economic shock of its own, and where Firm A intends to hold its own industrial bonds for the long term, and where HCA applies to those assets, the fact of transient liquidity pricing in the market for industrial bonds will have no direct impact on Firm A. In this hypothetical example, Firm A will continue to hold its industrial bonds, secure in the knowledge that their long-term value is unimpaired. As a result, the financial statements for Firm A will be unaffected. But a very different result will occur if FVA is the standard for determining the book value of the industrial bonds. In that hypothetical, Firm A will be compelled to adopt the liquidity prices on industrial bonds that were realized by Firm B, and to apply those prices to its own holdings of industrial bonds on its financial statements. The result is a transmission of risk from Firm B to Firm A, with erosion of asset values on Firm A’s balance sheet. Particularly where Firm A is a bank, those eroding asset values could in turn trigger solvency problems for Firm A under regulatory capital requirements, which might thereby lead to further sales by Firm A of industrial bonds into an already illiquid market, further deterioration of asset prices, etc.

Economists have developed elaborate liquidity pricing models that seek to specify this kind of scenario in far more precise terms. For example, Allen and Carletti (2008) formulated an influential model to try to clarify the formal theoretical conditions under which FVA would drive exactly this sort of risk contagion effect. Their work (together with similar liquidity pricing models) suggests that FVA can indeed be a unique vector for risk contagion in some cir-

---

9 See, e.g., discussion in Adrian and Shin (2008).
cumstances, at least under appropriate model assumptions. Those assumptions notably include the occurrence of liquidity pricing itself and the notion of economically independent firms or sectors that initially have no direct ties or connections with each other, apart from shared exposure to the same category of assets.

**More About Risk Contagion Under the Allen and Carletti Model**

To elaborate on the foregoing explanation, we describe some additional features of the Allen and Carletti (AC) model, which portrays the contagion of financial risk and distress across two independent economic sectors, labeled “banking” and “insurance.” The AC model specifies the behavior of both sectors during three subsequent time periods: A starting period in which all investment decisions are made in both sectors; a second period in which insurance companies discover that they have experienced large (sector-specific) losses, and hence need additional liquidity to pay off insured customers; and finally a third period, in which the banks pay off depositors who have not withdrawn their funds in the second period. The AC model postulates a lengthy set of conditions and assumptions to explain why the banking and insurance sectors choose to hold a long-run asset in common, despite the fact that the fundamental liabilities of the two sectors are different and uncorrelated.

When an economic shock arises in the AC model such that companies in the insurance sector begin to go bankrupt and to sell their long-run assets, the result is to exacerbate an episode of liquidity pricing, such that the market price for the long-run assets falls. Although the bankruptcy and sell-off of assets in the insurance sector has no direct effect on the banking sector, and although the fundamental value of the long-run assets held by the banks is unimpaired (i.e., the eventual return on the banks’ assets should be sufficient to fully pay off their liabilities in the final time period of the model), the application of FVA to pricing the assets nevertheless forces the liquidity pricing for the assets onto bank balance sheets. In turn, the reduction in asset values causes a violation of the regulatory capital constraints for the banks. Per Sapra (2008), the result is to compel insolvency in the banking sector and subsequent downstream liquidations of the long-run assets in a way that further amplifies the effect of liquidity pricing. Sapra notes that this outcome not only demonstrates a risk contagion effect associated with FVA, but also a situation where HCA would have produced superior results for all market participants, since the insolvent banks would have been able fully to meet their obligations to depositors if only they had been able to hold on to their long-run assets until maturity (i.e., in the final time period specified by the model).

Put another way, the key result of the AC model framework is a contagion of risk that drives bankruptcy within the banking sector, and which would not have occurred but for the interaction of FVA with liquidity pricing and regulatory capital constraints for banks.

**Lessons About Risk Contagion and FVA**

The AC model provides a fundamental insight about FVA and contagion. Under some circumstances, two economically unrelated firms or sectors may find themselves holding a financial...
asset in common. Where there is no short-term liquid market for selling that asset, an economic shock that is unique to only one of the firms then compels that firm to sell the asset, the value received by that firm may be a “liquidity price” that deviates substantially from the fundamental value of the asset. The second firm, meanwhile, may be entirely unaffected by the shock that hit the first firm, and may have no intention to sell the commonly held asset in the short run. In practice, though, FVA might compel the second firm to remark its books and to incorporate the liquidity price realized by the first firm onto its own balance sheet. Where the second firm is a bank and is subject to a regulatory capital constraint, the loss of value associated with FVA might compel the bank, too, to sell the asset (to try to raise cash) and, in an extreme case, might threaten the solvency of the bank itself.

There are several important implications to consider here. The first is that the AC model offers a rigorous specification of the conditions under which FVA, but not HCA, might drive a risk contagion effect across economically unrelated firms or sectors. FVA, when combined with liquidity pricing, has the impact of compelling firms to recognize losses that otherwise would not be captured on their books and that do not reflect the fundamental value of the underlying assets. By contrast, HCA does not, in theory, pose the same risk contagion problem.

In practice, however, the theoretical argument is not a strong criticism against FVA. In particular, the potential for contagion associated with FVA and liquidity pricing depends, in part, on assumptions about how often liquidity pricing actually occurs and on how the accounting standards respond to it when it does occur. The potential for contagion also depends on several other major assumptions, such as the scope of application of FVA with regard to particular categories of financial assets, the availability of multiple alternative categories of liquid assets that banks could choose from in deciding how to raise cash in the short term through asset sales, the degree to which FVA methods truly do involve “marking to market” asset prices, the availability of the central bank to step in and provide additional liquidity during a liquidity crisis, the willingness of bank regulators to be flexible in applying capital reserve requirements during a period of acute liquidity, etc. Many of these real-world complexities are beyond the scope of the AC model to try to address, and may represent violations of the assumptions of the AC model to some degree.

In a different vein, consider that one of the potential drivers of liquidity pricing could be loss of market confidence in the meaningfulness of accounting valuation itself—something that likely did happen in the 2008 crisis. This suggests the possibility of another feedback loop, such that lack of good FVA information may sometimes itself be an important precondition for liquidity pricing and subsequent risk contagion. At least one of our interviewees commented on the “chicken-and-egg” quality of trying to puzzle out the relationship between valuation and liquidity pricing in episodes of cascading institutional risk.

---

10 Again, a question that arises in passing is, Under what circumstances might there be “no short-term liquid market for selling” an asset (or in other words, a lack of market depth, and of ready buyers and sellers for the asset?) Some possible scenarios include an unrelated economic shock that deprives would-be buyers of the cash needed to purchase the asset in an otherwise thinly traded market, loss of confidence among buyers in the quality or nature of the asset being sold, and broader loss of confidence among potential buyers with regard to market conditions and risk more generally. Also, for some types of nonfungible assets, there might also be limited market depth (and therefore limited liquidity) simply because the assets involved are unique, and each asset sale involves a small pool of sophisticated buyers and sellers who need to assess a sui generis set of risks and asset characteristics under conditions of imperfect information.

11 The potential for contagion also depends on several other major assumptions, such as the scope of application of FVA with regard to particular categories of financial assets, the availability of multiple alternative categories of liquid assets that banks could choose from in deciding how to raise cash in the short term through asset sales, the degree to which FVA methods truly do involve “marking to market” asset prices, the availability of the central bank to step in and provide additional liquidity during a liquidity crisis, the willingness of bank regulators to be flexible in applying capital reserve requirements during a period of acute liquidity, etc. Many of these real-world complexities are beyond the scope of the AC model to try to address, and may represent violations of the assumptions of the AC model to some degree.

12 In a different vein, consider that one of the potential drivers of liquidity pricing could be loss of market confidence in the meaningfulness of accounting valuation itself—something that likely did happen in the 2008 crisis. This suggests the possibility of another feedback loop, such that lack of good FVA information may sometimes itself be an important precondition for liquidity pricing and subsequent risk contagion. At least one of our interviewees commented on the “chicken-and-egg” quality of trying to puzzle out the relationship between valuation and liquidity pricing in episodes of cascading institutional risk.
be priced by model.\textsuperscript{13} That accounting policy suggests a relaxation of the theoretical constraints that drive contagion in the AC model. \textit{In the real world, this accounting policy presumably would have the effect of limiting or moderating contagion in some instances.}\textsuperscript{14}

The second implication to consider is that that the AC model, and similar economic models of liquidity pricing, represent a strong exercise in logic: An attempt to formulate a set of well-defined conditions under which FVA itself might serve to drive systemically important risk contagion effects. The fact that the AC model succeeds in doing this does not imply that this scenario is actually commonplace in the real world, or that the drawbacks of FVA outweigh its benefits, or that HCA is a superior accounting standard, even from the limited perspective of safeguarding against systemic risk. The AC model does provide a formal basis for understanding the popular anecdotes about the manifestation of contagion and procyclicality during a financial crisis. It also offers support for the possibility that FVA might sometimes contribute to downstream risk-contagion problems in the context of liquidity pricing, and particularly so for banks. But even in the model itself, the effects of FVA on banks are mediated by regulatory capital constraints, and by the pressure that those constraints place on banks to respond adaptively to the loss of value in their asset portfolios. We turn to a deeper examination of the relationship between FVA and regulatory capital constraints for banks in Chapter Four.

**How Might HCA Contribute to Systemic Risk Among Banking Institutions?**

As we have seen, FVA may be associated with risk contagion under some circumstances. It turns out, however, that there is also a very different way in which HCA may be associated with systemic risk as well.

Imagine a scenario very different from the one postulated by the liquidity pricing models for FVA. Imagine that a large bank holds an asset portfolio that includes a pool of hold-to-maturity residential mortgages. Imagine that those mortgages are subject to HCA valuation on the bank’s books, and that there is no acute episode of liquidity pricing going in the market for the mortgages that would have any impact on the bank. On its face, this is a hypothetical situation in which FVA-induced risk contagion is unlikely to pose a problem. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify conditions under which HCA standards, as applied to the pool of mortgages, might in some other fashion contribute to risk accumulation within the bank and, ultimately, to broader risk to the financial system.

The concern here is a situation in which HCA, and not FVA, introduces a distorted picture of the value of the mortgages. Because the historical cost of an asset is not directly respon-

\textsuperscript{13} See SFAS 157-4 (FASB, 2009d). Of course, this FAS update was adopted after the most acute phase of the 2008 financial crisis, in response to pressure and concerns that the existing FVA standard up to that time might indeed have led some institutions to behave in ways contributing to procyclical asset sales and financial contagion. Again, see summary discussion of public comment in FASB (2009c). Note, however, that whether SFAS 157-4 represented a “good” policy response at the height of the crisis is difficult to assess. In principle, more flexible application of FVA standards during a liquidity crunch might help to prevent some asset sales and a procyclicality spiral, but with the potential drawback of undermining confidence in the meaningfulness of asset valuations, possibly thereby contributing to further illiquidity in asset and credit markets.

\textsuperscript{14} Consistent with the foregoing, the actual history of the 2008 financial crisis stopped short of the theoretical systemic “death spiral” of contagion, procyclicality, and liquidity pricing.
sive to shifting prices in markets today, HCA can help to protect against the short-term distortions of liquidity pricing. But HCA may also obscure the information contained in the current market price, when that price actually reflects a genuine reduction in the fundamental value of an asset. In principle (and as we discussed in Chapter Two), HCA standards mandate that asset values be marked down to reflect other-than-temporary credit impairments. But what if HCA accounting for other-than-temporary impairment involves the exercise of judgment on the part of the bank? What if there is room for disagreement about whether any observed impairments to asset value are truly “other than temporary”? And what if executives within the bank believe that external market signals about asset values are misinformed or distorted, such that a seeming disparity between market price and historical cost actually suggests a good buying opportunity with regard to the asset, rather than a reason to mark down the bank’s balance sheet and to reduce its exposure?

Under circumstances like these, HCA (especially if carried out ineffectively) could operate to conceal risks and asset impairments that FVA would otherwise make transparent. In fact, HCA might also contribute to the further accumulation by the bank of risky assets in these circumstances, either because the bank views the difference between historical value and the external market as a discount buying window, or because the bank wants to gamble on that possibility. Clearly, as with the AC model of liquidity pricing, this too is a scenario that involves a lot of supporting assumptions. In the real world, though, there is at least some evidence to suggest that several of the larger commercial banks that actually collapsed in 2008 (including Washington Mutual and Downey Savings and Loan) may have followed a similar pattern: succumbing in part to spikes in nonperforming loans and associated credit losses that were previously not recognized by the institutions. The potential under HCA for a bank to accumulate risky loan assets, without recognizing and disclosing credit impairments as being other than temporary, has strong implications for risk management and valuation practice within financial institutions. It also has broader implications for systemic risk.

HCA does not drive contagion of risk via eroding asset prices, in the same way that FVA does under the AC model. However, when HCA contributes to institutional risk accumulation, it takes only a few additional assumptions for that problem to become systemic in magnitude. If a bank that falls prey to risk accumulation is itself large enough, and sufficiently networked with important contractual counterparties, then HCA-derived distortions in the value of the bank’s asset portfolio could pass any related risks of default through to the bank’s counterparties. This scenario could plausibly give rise to systemic effects if the bank, and its accumulation of risk, is large enough. More importantly, systemic effects could also occur if more than one bank falls prey to a similar problem of HCA-induced asset accumulation at the same time, or if a corresponding loss of investor confidence in the veracity of one bank’s financial statements sparks a contagious loss of confidence in the statements of other banks. HCA could become the driver of a different “flavor” of risk contagion in the latter instance. And even apart from contagion, HCA may nevertheless be a key factor in institutional risk

---

15 For example, reduced asset values associated with credit defaults, which degrade the discounted present value of the future stream of payments that those assets will realize.


17 Systemic effects could also be exacerbated if HCA-induced risk accumulation has the effect of distorting market pricing signals for a category of assets, so that financial institutions accumulate more risk over a longer period, prior to a crash or market correction.
accumulation, in a manner that can then become systemic by virtue of other elements of risk correlation or linkage across institutions. As we discuss at length in Chapter Five, there are recent historical episodes that follow this pattern of HCA-induced risk to the financial system as a whole, including the S&L crisis of the 1980s and the LDC crisis of the 1970s.

Concluding Observations

In sum, it’s important to recognize that the potential for risk contagion given liquidity pricing is not the only criterion for evaluating the relative merits of FVA and HCA. As Sapra (2008) suggests, in the absence of liquidity pricing, FVA may theoretically give a much more accurate picture of the current value of a bank’s portfolio of assets than HCA. Moreover, to the extent that HCA may sometimes operate to conceal the accumulation of losses, FVA may provide a much earlier warning signal for loss of value, accumulating risk, and the potential for future insolvency within a bank. Sapra observes that this theoretical case is much in line with what actually happened to many financial institutions during the S&L crisis of the 1980s. By extension, FVA practice may be superior to HCA as a valuation mechanism in some circumstances but not others, or for some purposes but not others. This general observation may also be true in connection with understanding and managing systemic risks to the banking system as a whole.

One question this invites, of course, is whether real-world experience during the financial crisis actually appears to be consistent with these assumptions about the relative merits of the two different approaches. In the next chapter of this report, we turn to that question directly. We also consider more carefully the relationship between bank capital constraints and accounting standards, and the implications of their relationship for systemic risk management and for policy.

18 We could also hypothesize an event in which a large institution accumulates assets under HCA, fails to account for other-than-temporary impairment of those assets appropriately over a long period of time, and eventually goes insolvent. The insolvency then forces the sale of those assets, which in turn generates a strong market signal about their true value and puts pressure on other institutions and firms to impair their assets accordingly. In principle, we might plausibly observe an FVA-style contagion effect in this kind of situation as well, apart from the transmission of risk by direct counterparty relationships.

19 As Sapra (2008) puts it, “... mark-to-market accounting would dominate historical cost accounting if, and only if, the welfare losses from contagion are relatively small compared to the welfare losses from inefficient continuation [of potentially insolvent firms] under historical cost accounting” (p. 87).
The preceding chapter described a set of theoretical conditions under which FVA, but not HCA, can produce contagion of risk across otherwise unrelated firms or industry sectors. An integral part of this liquidity pricing story in the banking sector involves the regulatory capital requirements that determine how much capital a bank needs to hold for a given level of assets. These requirements are also central to many of the anecdotal accounts suggesting that FVA was a primary driver of the financial crisis in 2008.

Any discussion of the relationship between accounting standards and regulatory capital requirements for banks raises basic questions about the nature of the capital requirements, how they work in practice, and how banks might choose to respond adaptively when eroding asset values create a shortfall in capital. The relationship between FVA and regulatory capital requirements also raises the question of whether problems of risk contagion among banks might be best addressed through a modification of accounting standards, a modification of prudential regulatory requirements, or perhaps both.1 These two structural elements of the financial system are tied together, particularly in giving rise to systemic risk.

We begin this chapter by briefly describing the role of prudential regulators in establishing capital requirements for banks, the nature and scope of those requirements, and the anatomy of how the requirements interact with FVA and HCA standards. We then review some simple examples illustrating how banks might respond when compelled to accommodate FVA-induced write-downs on their assets. We conclude by reviewing recent empirical evidence addressing the extent to which FVA truly did impact bank balance sheets and regulatory capital during the 2008 crisis. Although the available evidence suggests that the direct impact of FVA on bank balance sheets and regulatory capital was actually quite modest, the relationship between accounting standards and prudential regulation may nevertheless be focal for policymakers seeking to address future episodes of systemic risk in the banking sector.

Bank Prudential Regulators and Capital Requirements: The Basics

The prudential regulation of banks in the United States is undertaken collectively by a series of executive branch agencies of the U.S. government, most notably including the Federal

---

1 In context, it is worth noting that the U.S. prudential regulators enacted a new set of revisions to regulatory capital standards in January of 2010, in response to new FASB standards pertaining to the accounting practice of banking organizations. See U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (2010).
Reserve and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). “Prudential regulation” broadly refers to government oversight of commercial banks and related institutions, intended to protect depositors against the risks of a default that might otherwise threaten their deposits. One of the major regulatory tools deployed to protect against such defaults are formal capital requirements for banks, which operate to establish a minimum mandatory ratio between bank capital and bank assets. At the most basic level, the capital of any institution or corporation can be defined as the difference between its assets and its liabilities:

\[
\text{Capital} = \text{Assets} - \text{Liabilities}
\]

Thus, by establishing a minimum ratio for bank capital to bank assets, prudential regulators seek to ensure that banks maintain an asset cushion against any potential for insolvency, and an ability to respond effectively in the event that depositors seek to withdraw their money. When combined with supervisory review, capital requirements help regulators to ensure that banks remain well financed to meet their obligations to their creditors.

Two related points deserve mention. First is that the prudential regulation of banks generally applies to depository institutions (i.e., commercial banks) and to bank-holding companies (consolidated financial entities that in 2012 include both commercial and investment banks and their subsidiaries and affiliates), but not to other types of financial services entities that do not serve depositors and are not subject to similar regulation. Although some other types of financial institutions (such as mutual funds and insurance companies) may be subject to analogous forms of oversight and/or capital constraint, the primary focus of prudential regulation in the United States is on banks. A second point to note is that the focus of our Chapter Three discussion of risk contagion is likewise on banks, precisely because they are indeed subject to regulatory capital requirements. As we will explain further below, those capital requirements might compel banks either to sell their devalued assets, or to take other compensatory steps to raise additional capital, in response to falling asset prices. By contrast, other types of nonbank institutions are not subject to capital constraints and, when confronted with a liquidity crunch and a transient loss of asset values, may not face the same regulatory oversight and pressure to raise capital.

**Bank Capital Ratios in Theory and Practice**

The above summary of prudential capital requirements for banks is greatly simplified, in several important ways. Notably, there are multiple regulatory capital ratios that banks are obli-

---

2 The Federal Reserve and FDIC share bank supervision and regulatory responsibilities with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) at the federal level. For a description of the collective responsibility and cooperation among these agencies, see generally discussion in U.S. Federal Reserve (2005).


4 There certainly could be other factors, such as counterparty collateral commitments, that might influence nonbanking financial institutions to similarly sell devalued assets during a liquidity crunch. The financial crisis of 2008 certainly offers plenty of examples of the latter phenomenon.
gated to meet, each based on a different formal definition for what constitutes “capital.”\(^5\) Also, several of the required capital ratios are specified as a percentage of the \textit{risk-weighted assets} of the bank, such that some categories of assets (e.g., cash) receive far more favorable treatment than do others (e.g., ordinary loans).\(^6\) By implication, this means that regulators have established a considerable preference for favored categories of assets when it comes to reviewing the adequacy of bank capital. Finally, there is also a key link between FVA standards and bank capital requirements to consider, such that only some categories of bank assets (e.g., trading securities) but not others (e.g., loans held to maturity) are typically subject to FVA treatment and related markdowns.\(^7\) In theory, what that means is that (1) liquidity-driven reductions in asset values will only create a regulatory capital constraint to the extent that FVA applies to the assets, and (2) when FVA does apply, there might sometimes be an incentive to convert devalued and risky assets into (more favorably weighted) asset categories such as cash, at least in the context of an acute liquidity crunch.

To elaborate, there are several different required capital ratios that banks must meet under the current prudential regulatory framework. Depending on the specific definition of regulatory capital that applies, the threshold for a robust bank capital ratio ranges between 5 percent and 10 percent of assets for a well-capitalized firm. Table 4.1 lists the three major regulatory capital ratios that apply to banks and shows the threshold values that banks are required to meet in order to be considered “well capitalized,” “adequately capitalized,” or “under-capitalized,” respectively. Failure by banks to meet the required ratios, and particularly to qualify as “adequately capitalized,” can trigger various forms of oversight and intervention on the part of prudential regulators.\(^8\)

Table 4.1 spotlights the terms “Tier 1” and “Tier 2” capital in describing the required ratios to bank assets. In a sentence, \textit{Tier 1 capital} refers to equity in the bank (i.e., common stock and some types of preferred stock), which has the lowest priority for repayment in the

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
Bank Capital & Ratio of Tier 1 Capital to Risk Weighted Assets (%) & Ratio of Tier 1 and 2 Capital to Risk Weighted Assets (%) & Ratio of Tier 1 Capital to Total Assets (Leverage Ratio) (%) \\
\hline
Well capitalized & 6 & 10 & 5 \\
Adequately capitalized & 4 & 8 & 3 or 4 \\
Under-capitalized & < 4 & < 8 & < 3 or 4 \\
Significantly under-capitalized & < 3 & < 6 & < 3 \\
Critically under-capitalized & 2 & 2 & 2 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Capital Requirements for Banks Circa 2008}
\label{table:capital_requirements}
\end{table}

\begin{small}
\textsc{Source:} Abstracted from SEC (2008), p. 100.
\end{small}

\begin{footnotes}

6 For general background on this point, see \textit{The Economist} (2010).

7 See discussion in the appendix to this report. Note also that changes in the fair value of some FVA assets held by banks (e.g., debt securities held “available for sale”) do not affect regulatory capital, unless the changes result from an other than temporary impairment.

8 See Elliott (2009a, 2009b, 2010).
\end{footnotes}
event of bank insolvency, while *Tier 2 capital* refers to preferred stock and some other types of subordinated debt issued by the bank, which also have a relatively low priority for repayment in insolvency.9 Taken together, Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital represent the portion of value in a bank’s assets that corresponds to the stake of the equity-holders, and which serves to protect the interests of bank depositors and most other creditors in the event of eroding asset values and/or default.10

An important point to consider, in reflecting on the thresholds for bank capital requirements as set out in Table 4.1, is that there is a great deal of complexity in detail that is hidden in that table. For example, the application of regulatory risk weightings to assets, for purposes of these sorts of calculations, can involve considerable judgment and subtlety on the part of both institutions and regulators.11 And in a related vein, the calculation of all of the bank capital ratios depends on accounting information, derived via HCA methods, FVA methods, or a combination of both. To the extent that the underlying accounting of assets is compromised, either by liquidity pricing under FVA, or by failure to account accurately for instances other-than-temporary impairment under HCA, then banks and regulators as a result may face a distorted or deceptive picture with regard to the adequacy of bank capital to protect depositors and creditors.

Interestingly, descriptive data from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago (FRBC) Bank Holding Company database12 suggest that most banks were able to weather the storm of the crisis reasonably well. According to the FRBC data, the average bank in the Federal Reserve System had an average Tier 1 to risk-adjusted total assets ratio of 11.9 percent between 2006 and 2010.13 This number is noteworthy for being well in excess of the required capital ratio, even during the height of the 2008 financial crisis.

Figure 4.1 provides a more elaborate snapshot of average bank capital levels for a sample of several hundred Federal Reserve System banks during 2005 to 2010. Although the figure does show a general downward blip in capital ratios in 2008, it also shows that the average institution among those sampled was well in excess of required capital thresholds during the period through 2010.14 In fact, even among the large banks in this sample, the average institution was still well above the regulatory threshold for being “well capitalized,” by virtue of its Tier 1 to risk-weighted assets ratio. Only for large banks was there an observed trend, in 2007 and 2008, of eroding capital levels. At least superficially, the trend line in Figure 4.1 does not appear to suggest widespread FVA-contagion-driven insolvency of the sort described by the AC liquidity pricing model.15

---

9 Such debt is “subordinate” in the sense that other debt-holders have a higher priority claim for repayment if a bankruptcy should occur.
10 Elliott (2009a, 2009b, 2010).
11 One of our interview respondents told us that the details of this process tend to be far more complicated than is suggested by a simple summary of risk-weights by broad asset categories.
12 The FRBC Bank Holding Company database contains quarterly information on capital levels for banks, both during and after the 2008 financial crisis.
13 Authors’ calculations from FRBC Bank Holding Company data.
14 Of course, the trend lines in Figure 4.1 reflected average bank capital ratios across institutions, and there was variation among the institutions observed around those average levels.
15 Notably, the trends depicted in Figure 4.1 reflect the fact that most banks held only a small fraction of their balance sheet assets in FVA-denominated categories. See Figure A.1 in the appendix and accompanying discussion. Given that
How Can Banks Respond When Facing a Capital Shortfall?

Although banks ordinarily go to great efforts to forecast the value of their assets in order to meet capital requirements, a variety of circumstances might plausibly push a bank into non-compliance, including losses in asset values, errors in risk forecasting, and changes in the regulatory capital requirements themselves. As Admati et al. (2010) point out, there are two basic methods that a bank can then use to return to compliance with its required capital ratios, in any of these circumstances. The first method is that the bank could sell assets. The second is that it could issue new equity.

Consider the simple example of a regulatory increase to bank capital requirements, as illustrated in Table 4.2. Suppose that a bank has a loan portfolio with a value of $100, and deposits and debt used to finance these loans of $90, leaving shareholders with $10 in equity (again, \( \text{capital} = \text{assets} - \text{liabilities} \)). Suppose further that the regulatory capital requirement (i.e., the ratio of equity to total assets) is 10 percent, so that the bank is exactly in compliance with the regulation. Now suppose that the FDIC increases the capital requirement to 20 percent by regulation. The bank now needs to find a way to boost its ratio of capital to assets. As Admati et al. suggest, the bank has several options available to respond to this contingency. The first

---

16 A similar basic spreadsheet example was originally formulated by Admati et al. (2010).
option is shown in panel B (“asset liquidation”), in which the bank liquidates part of its loan portfolio, selling $50 worth of loans and using the proceeds of this sale to pay off $50 worth of debt. This reduces value of the firm overall but leaves the shareholders’ equity stake at $10.

By contrast in panel C (“recapitalization”), the bank issues new equity of $10, which is used to pay off $10 worth of liabilities, while the bank’s loan portfolio is left unchanged.

Either of these strategies could be adopted by the bank to meet the new capital requirement of 20 percent. In principle, unless the bank has reason to prefer avoiding new equity, there is no intrinsic reason in this example why an increased regulatory capital requirement needs to compel the sale of assets by a bank, or any reduction in its portfolio of loans (Admati et al., 2010). In practice, there are several reasons why banks usually prefer not to issue new equity in these circumstances (including tax disadvantages and the dilution of existing equity holders, among others). Nevertheless, the example shows that even when banks face the need to respond to a binding capital constraint, as in an FVA liquidity pricing scenario, there are multiple strategies that could be pursued to improve bank capital ratios, and that selling assets is not the only possible step.

The famous Modigliani Miller theory, outlined by two Nobel Prize–winning economists in the 1970s, asserts that firms will have no intrinsic preference between debt and equity financing, given an idealized set of assumptions. In the real world, those assumptions are almost always violated to some degree, and debt financing is therefore often cheaper than equity. In this vein, economists have postulated a variety of explanations for why banks would typically prefer to obtain additional financing through increasing their debt and leverage, rather than through seeking new equity. See Admati et al. (2010); Elliott (2009a, 2009b); Roberts (2010).
How Can Banks Respond to an FVA-Induced Capital Shortfall?

The situation becomes more complicated when we consider a decline in the value of a bank’s assets driven by FVA. The key theoretical question is, How do capital constraints interact with asset write-downs under FVA? The simple answer is that when banks face an FVA-induced shortfall in capital, they may need to sell some assets (say with a low historic cost and an unrealized gain) in order to increase equity. Unlike the case described above, banks will understandably be reluctant to issue new equity when asset values are falling, since equity will likely not raise much money relative to the amount of control existing shareholders must relinquish. This is especially true for highly leveraged banks, in which investors are unlikely to invest in new common stock if they think the firm is going to continue to decline, or perhaps even go bankrupt.

Consider the simple balance sheet in Table 4.3, in which our bank now has two types of assets: loans (traditionally valued under HCA), and a collateralized debt obligation (CDO) that is “held for sale,” and hence valued using FVA and mark to market. Suppose as before that the bank has $90 in debt and $10 in equity. At the beginning of the example, the bank successfully meets its 10 percent regulatory capital ratio, and is well capitalized. Then suppose that the CDO asset declines in value by $1, and that the decline is fair valued and deemed “other than temporary” by the regulator. Per panel B of Table 4.3, the value of the CDO now falls to $19, while the value of shareholder equity drops to $9 (thereby absorbing the $1 decline in the value of the bank’s assets). But now the bank has a problem: Its ratio of equity capital ($9) to total assets ($99) is now less than 10 percent, below the regulatory capital requirement that the bank must meet.

What options does the bank now have for returning to compliance with the capital requirement? One possibility is to reduce its asset portfolio, as shown below in Table 4.4, either by selling some of its loan assets or some of its (now depressed) CDO assets. In our simple example, the bank has no a priori reason to prefer selling one category of assets over the other.

### Table 4.3
Impact of an FVA-Induced Capital Shortfall on Bank Balance Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Initial Balance Sheet</th>
<th>Liabilities and Equity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>Liabilities and Equity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDO $20</td>
<td>Deposits and other liabilities $90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans $80</td>
<td>Equity $10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $100</td>
<td>Total $100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital ratio met</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital ratio required</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Balance Sheet Following a $1 Write-Down in CDO Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDO $19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loans $80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liabilities and Equity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposits and other liabilities $90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity $9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital ratio met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital ratio required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Either way, selling $9 worth of assets makes it possible to pay down $9 worth of liabilities, which will return the bank to compliance with the 10 percent capital requirement. But in real-world practice, the bank might have ample reason to prefer the sale of one type of asset over another. In particular, some categories of assets (such as CDOs “available for sale”) will be subject to FVA treatment, while other categories of assets (such as cash or traditional bank loans) will not. In this instance, it may be preferable for the bank to sell the CDOs to reduce its short-term liquidity risk associated with further devaluation of those assets. On the other hand, if the bank believes that the CDOs have only been temporarily affected and may eventually return to their fundamental value, then the bank may have the incentive to hold onto the CDOs and sell the loans instead (at historical cost, plus any appreciation).  

Table 4.5 shows an example of a different response by the bank to the loss of value in its CDO. In this instance, the bank has chosen to recapitalize itself by issuing another $0.90 of equity stock and using the cash raised thereby to pay off $0.90 in liabilities (i.e., depositor accounts or other creditors). Now the bank balance sheet once again shows that total assets equal $99, total liabilities equal $99, and the ratio of capital to total assets has now been restored to the 10 percent threshold. Again, the example highlights the fact that a bank, when faced with a modest shortfall in capital, doesn’t necessarily have to respond by selling its assets.

---

18 In the real world, the incentive for banks to select one or another category of assets to sell might also be influenced (or magnified) by the risk-weighting that is built into some of the capital requirements themselves, such that some categories of assets (e.g., cash) are favored over other others (e.g., loans) in meeting regulatory capital thresholds. In a similar vein, Merrill et al. (2012) notably found that risk-weighted capital requirements among property-and-casualty insurers, when combined with mark-to-market accounting practice, caused insurers with serious operating losses to sell mortgage-backed assets at “fire sale” prices during the 2008 crisis.
But as we mentioned above, there are a host of practical reasons why banks would prefer to avoid recapitalizing, when the opportunity to sell assets is available as an alternative (e.g., shareholder dilution, performance-based executive compensation tied to equity performance).

Finally, note that for banks that are highly leveraged to begin with, there may be no good options for responding to a serious drop in asset values. Consider again Table 4.3 (the base case), and then imagine an example in which the value of CDO assets declines by 50 percent (i.e., losing $10 in value) and in which the equity position of the bank stockholders has consequently been reduced to zero. The bank cannot now sell assets in order to return to compliance with the regulatory capital ratio. The initial decline in asset value is simply too great, and the bank’s capital has been entirely wiped out at the starting line. The example showcases that given high initial leverage, proportionately small declines in asset values make it easy to violate regulatory capital requirements, and correspondingly difficult to sell sufficient assets to get back into compliance.

In practice, the high leverage ratios for commercial banks make it important for them to be able to predict their asset values, in order to maintain adequate regulatory capital. In part, the need for stable asset valuation and predictable capital ratios explains some of the traditional antipathy of many bank executives (and of bank regulators) to FVA as applied to bank assets. To the extent that FVA leads to more volatility in asset values than do historic cost methods, this makes it more difficult to predict the adequacy of bank capital and to ensure compliance with capital requirements.

What Are the Implications of Bank Capital Requirements, FVA, and HCA for Systemic Risk?

Based on the foregoing, several points about bank capital requirements deserve emphasis. First, regulatory capital constraints for banks are designed to protect creditors and depositors, in part by ensuring that adequate capital is held to cover unexpected losses in bank asset portfolios. Paradoxically, that means that banks may find themselves pressured to sell assets, or otherwise respond to a capital shortfall, well before reaching the point of actual insolvency. When a bank is confronted with the need to strengthen its capital ratios, there is more than one possible strategy that it could employ—but clearly, sales of assets are an important tactic for shoring up capital. In a situation in which liquidity pricing obtains, regulatory capital requirements could have the effect of nudging banks to sell assets that they otherwise would not sell, because the requirements create immediate pressure to rebalance the books to maintain adequate capital. Furthermore, because some bank capital requirements involve calculations based on risk-weighted assets and favor less risky types of assets in the portfolio (e.g., cash) over more risky ones (e.g., loans), there may be additional pressure on banks to preferentially liquidate some types of assets over others.

Note, however, that liquidity pricing may also have an effect on which specific assets a bank chooses to sell when placed under pressure to maintain its regulatory capital. To the extent that a bank can choose between selling relatively liquid assets (i.e., those for which current market prices accurately reflect long-run value) as opposed to illiquid assets (i.e., those for which current market prices do not accurately reflect long-run value), then there’s an incentive to sell the liquid assets and hold onto the illiquid ones. Assuming this incentive holds true in the real world, then it could tend to act as a brake against spirals of procyclical selling of illiquid assets.
How do FVA standards relate to all of this? The major intersection between FVA and bank capital requirements involves the liquidity pricing models of contagion that we discussed in Chapter Three. When FVA applies to bank assets, and when liquidity pricing also applies, the theoretical result can be to compel banks to reprice their assets in a way not consistent with fundamental value,\(^\text{20}\) such that shortfalls in regulatory capital arise.\(^\text{21}\) In turn, that creates pressure to sell bank assets to ensure that capital requirements continue to be met, a result that can place further downward pressure on asset prices in an illiquid market. As we discussed earlier, this kind of scenario is theoretically associated with both contagion and procyclicality and, in the extreme case, with potential insolvency on the part of banks. Vulnerability to this cycle, however, depends on the extent to which FVA actually does apply to a large portion of banks’ assets.\(^\text{22}\) Vulnerability also raises the question of whether shortfalls in bank capital might better be dealt with through relaxed application of FVA standards during a liquidity crisis, or through relaxed application of the regulatory capital requirements themselves. The latter form of relaxation of capital requirements is called “forbearance” in the banking literature, and while it can be explicit, it is more often achieved by allowing distressed assets to remain on banks’ books at inflated prices, thereby raising their capital ratios. There is some evidence that both of these types of “relaxation” policies were actually followed during the 2008 crisis.\(^\text{23}\)

What about the relationship of HCA to regulatory capital requirements for banks? Here again, HCA is not associated with the same theoretical vector for risk contagion across institutions, under conditions of liquidity pricing. However, HCA does pose the problems of risk accumulation and of concealing unrecognized but other-than-temporary losses in the value of assets that nominally appear unchanged on bank balance sheets. This latter problem occurs when HCA asset values have not been correctly adjusted to reflect other-than-temporary impairment. Where that problem does manifest, it means that superficial compliance by banks with regulatory capital ratios will present a misleading picture of the actual solvency of the banks.\(^\text{24}\) As we note in Chapter Five, in several historical instances, this kind of HCA problem has resulted in significant institutional challenges and systemic risk to entire sectors within the financial system. To the extent that policymakers are worried about this sort of risk problem, it might lead to a very different set of policy choices than those involved in trying to deal with FVA-induced procyclicality: e.g., efforts to improve impairment accounting under HCA, to

\(^{20}\) Again, “fundamental value” conceptually refers to the discounted present value of a future stream of payments associated with an asset.

\(^{21}\) In the wake of the 2008 crisis, the GAAP accounting standards codified at ASC 820-10-35-54C et seq. provide guidance for figuring out whether or not episodes of transient liquidity pricing really should figure into the computation of “fair value,” in any specific instance.

\(^{22}\) As we describe in the appendix to this report, and as the SEC observed in 2008, in fact for many banks in the lead-up to the 2008 crisis, FVA-denominated assets composed only a small fraction of the asset side of their balance sheets. Consequently, direct vulnerability to the cycle would presumably have been low for most of those institutions.

\(^{23}\) See, e.g., Diamond and Rajan (2009) and Huizinga and Laeven (2010), who find evidence that the book value of assets claimed by banks exceeded the stock market value of the banks, suggesting that assets were overvalued on banks’ balance sheets during the crisis.

\(^{24}\) In one of our interviews with a former bank examiner, it was pointed out that misleading bank statements that neglect to adjust appropriately for other-than-temporary impairment, and that conceal accumulated risk in HCA disclosures, are not rare—particularly among institutions that actually go insolvent.
expand the application of FVA principles for bank financial statements, or even to strengthen bank capital requirements themselves.25

Perhaps the key insight here is that bank regulatory capital requirements depend on accounting information, and on accounting standards (both FVA and HCA), in order to be effectively applied and enforced. Consequently, any proposed modification to accounting standards, or any change in the fidelity with which those standards are applied by banks in practice, will have ripple effects on the efficacy of prudential regulation for banks. There are some important and subtle implications for risk oversight here. To offer one example, earlier in this chapter we discussed the fact that a bank could respond to a sudden shortfall in its regulatory capital in more than one way, as by selling assets or by recapitalizing. But what about other potential responses by banks to a regulatory increase in capital requirements that places them abruptly under pressure? Given the assumption that all else is held equal, then a greater capital requirement would mean that banks somehow have to strengthen their capital ratios. But what if instead some banks were to respond to increased capital requirements with weaker valuation practices, such that non-temporary impairments or losses in the fair value of assets become less likely to be recognized and disclosed? Under this hypothetical, the regulatory intent of stronger bank capital requirements might well be circumvented, if banks chose to substitute less robust valuations in place of actually strengthening their balance sheets. This kind of perversity in accounting practice could plausibly manifest in either an FVA or HCA context—and either way, it would undercut the efforts of prudential regulators to strengthen banks by imposing more stringent requirements for capital.

For purposes of systemic risk oversight, the deep tie between bank regulatory capital requirements and accounting valuation standards (both FVA and HCA) poses a series of important questions for policymakers. What categories of accounting-related risk within the banking system concern us most? How might corresponding changes in accounting standards feed through to the prudential oversight and stability of banks? And how might prudential regulation be improved to address concerns about risk associated with vulnerabilities in accounting information? We touch on the answers to these questions in Chapters Six and Seven. In a nutshell, improving the fidelity of both FVA and HCA information, and fine-tuning prudential oversight of the institutional mechanisms that generate it, offers attractive targets for strengthening the financial system and reducing system-wide risks.

**Empirical Evidence on FVA and Risk Contagion**

As we suggested in Chapter Three, the central premise of FVA liquidity pricing models is to describe a set of conditions under which FVA can contribute to contagion of risk across independent institutions and sectors. In turn, these models lend some formal credence to the anecdotal accounts that have argued that similar FVA effects, together with liquidity pricing in 2008, drove the same kind of contagion and instability among banks in the real world. As we describe in this chapter, those putative effects are tied into regulatory capital requirements for banks, which purportedly had the effect of driving FVA-induced asset sales and contribut-

---

25 In fact, the recent Basel III round of reforms to international bank capital standards did focus specifically on the latter point, and on increasing and strengthening institutional capital reserves. See overview discussion in Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2010).
ing to procyclical erosion of asset prices and bank balance sheets. One key question that all of this invites, of course, is whether there is any empirical evidence currently available to either support or refute the claims that FVA was a major contributing factor in the dynamics of the 2008 financial collapse.

In fact, in the years since 2008, several empirical studies have sought to examine the impact of FVA in the manifestation of risk to banks during the crisis. These studies fall into a couple of broad categories, based on methodological approach. The first category focuses on the proportion of bank assets that are valued using FVA methods, and/or changes in the value of certain asset classes on bank balance sheets, to assess the probable role of FVA in exacerbating the severity of a crisis. The second category focuses on the proportion of a bank’s balance sheet that is accounted for under FVA, or canonical events associated with modifications in FVA practice, as predictors of returns to common equity for financial institutions.

The most well-known empirical investigation of FVA in bank balance sheets is the SEC’s 2008 report to Congress on mark-to-market accounting.26 This report examined in detail the proportion of assets for various banks that were valued using FVA. The SEC report concluded that FVA was not a major contributing factor in bank failures that occurred during the crisis, nor did FVA play a large role in the credit crisis. In complementary series of research studies, Laux and Luez (2010) examined the magnitude of FVA assets included on banks’ balance sheets and concluded that it was unlikely that FVA contributed to the financial crisis or resulted in massive fire-sale liquidations. The logic in both the SEC report and the Laux and Luez study is simple. In practice, FVA assets represent only a small fraction of most bank assets, and there are numerous safeguards under GAAP and in prudential oversight that are supposed to protect banks from being forced to use distorted asset prices under FVA in calculating regulatory capital. Consequently, the likelihood that FVA-induced erosion of asset portfolios triggers problems in regulatory capital is low. In sum, Laux and Luez (2010) argued that “for U.S. bank holding companies, the effect of fair value changes on bank income and regulatory capital (in booms or busts) is much more limited that often claimed.”

In a somewhat different approach, Shaffer (2010) examined the impact of FVA by looking at changes in regulatory capital levels during the crisis, across a sample of large banking institutions. Importantly, large banking institutions tend to utilize FVA for a larger portion of their asset books and balance sheets, in part because they are more likely to invest in complex or illiquid securities, many of which can only be valued using FVA.27 In a nutshell, Shaffer argued that those institutions, more so than any others, should have experienced the most pronounced effects of FVA on bank capital. By focusing on the magnitude of changes in asset values (for assets subject to FVA) at these banks, Shaffer sought to determine the direct impact of FVA on the computation of regulatory capital. Shaffer found that most banks in his sample experienced only small reductions in regulatory capital associated with FVA-based changes in assets during 2008. On this basis, Shaffer concluded that “the link between fair value and capital distraction is not evident.”28


27 For example, as Shaffer points out, many derivative products have no initial costs, and hence FVA is the only meaningful way to measure and record their current value.

28 Shaffer further concluded that most of the reduction in regulatory capital resulted from loan loss provision expenses.
Although these sorts of balance-sheet studies of FVA have generally been skeptical about the empirical link between FVA, regulatory capital, and systemic risk, it is nevertheless important to acknowledge that this kind of research approach has some fundamental limitations. In particular, banks tend to hold very little capital relative to other industries, typically 10–15 percent by definitions used for prudential regulatory purposes, but sometimes as little as 3–5 percent by narrower definitions of capital. Put another way, banks tend to be highly leveraged institutions, with large asset books in proportion to their equity capital. By implication, this means that for banks with even small portions of their balance sheets being marked to market, big changes in asset values could nevertheless still have a destabilizing effect on their capital ratios.

Badertscher, Burks, and Easton (2010) went one step further than the SEC, Laux and Luez, or Shaffer in seeking to estimate the impact on regulatory capital and systemic risk of the percentage of assets on commercial banks’ balance sheets that were valued under FVA. They, too, found that FVA-induced losses had a minimal effect on regulatory capital, consistent with Laux and Luez’s assertion. Badertscher et al. did find some evidence to suggest that asset sales by banks were associated with higher-magnitude FVA write-downs. However, the observed effects were reportedly quite small, and did not appear to manifest on an industry-wide basis. Put another way, according to Badertscher et al., although a distressed bank may sometimes be forced to sell assets due to FVA losses, there was little evidence to suggest that this then triggers a contagion effect.

Event studies or common equity return studies of FVA take a different approach to investigating systemic risk. There are two widely cited studies that sought to examine the impact of the proportion of FVA assets on the value of bank’s common equity. The first, by Kahn (2010), focused on FVA as a predictor that a bank’s returns during a particular month are in the bottom 10 percent of the bank’s equity returns over the full time period (drawing on data for the period from 1988 through 2007). Kahn (2010) also estimated the impact of the proportion of FVA assets on an index of equity returns on money center banks. Various model coefficients in Kahn’s study sought to empirically document increased volatility and contagion effects associated with FVA on bank equity returns. Although Kahn did interpret his results as being consistent with these sorts of effects, methodological limitations in his study make his findings susceptible to alternative interpretations not related to the impact of FVA.

Bowen, Khan, and Rajgopal (2010) conducted a more conventional event study, in which regulatory changes to FVA standards were regressed on stock returns. Broadly speaking, they found that the common equity price of banks reacted positively to regulatory events that relaxed FVA standards, and negatively to those that strengthened it—thereby implying that rigorous FVA practice was associated with diminished value to the banks. Here again, though, the results have to be interpreted in light of the proximity of the firms to bankruptcy (or to

---

29 A “common equity return study” involves an investigation of the returns on institutional common stock, and how the returns vary over time and in response to external events.

30 There are some reasons for caution when interpreting Kahn’s empirical results. In particular, one reason for the increase in FV assets on bank balance sheets documented by Kahn is that during the time period at issue (particularly following the repeal of Glass-Steagall, the term used for several measures in the Banking Act of 1933 [Pub. L. 73-66] that had imposed a legal barrier separating commercial banking and investment banking activities), many banks acquired new trading desks and assets held-for-sale that were valued at fair value prices. Thus, it is possible that Kahn’s findings may have had less to do with contagion and increased risk resulting from FVA, but instead increased risk and common shocks from the entry by commercial banks into new asset-trading businesses during the post-Glass-Steagall era.
their regulatory capital constraints). In short, Bowen et al.’s findings mainly indicate that for banks during the crisis, changes in FVA standards that marginally prolonged the life of imperiled banks were viewed as good for common shareholders. This said, Bowen et al.’s results do not tell us how the value of banks responded overall to changes in FVA regulations, since those changes might have increased the potential cost to taxpayers of bailing out debt holders and depositors of troubled institutions.

Taken collectively, the results of the empirical literature on FVA and systemic risk do not provide compelling support that FVA was a major driver of the collapse, or of associated bank insolvencies, in 2008. In particular, available studies analyzing bank balance sheets provide little support for the proposition that FVA-induced write-downs were strongly associated with shortfalls in regulatory capital, or with instances of bank insolvency, during 2008. And although event and return-to-equity studies have generated somewhat more suggestive findings concerning a possible relationship between FVA and institutional and systemic risk, we think that those studies demand very cautious interpretation, in light of the methods and analytical assumptions built into them. Again, such studies can be vulnerable to confounding historical effects not related to FVA-induced risk, and they may neglect to consider the impact of FVA on institutional risks other than from the perspective of equity shareholders.

**Concluding Observations**

Prudential regulations mandate that banks maintain a minimum cushion of capital (i.e., equity financing), which operates to protect the interests of bank depositors and other creditors and to limit their risk in the event of a default. When a bank finds itself in violation of capital requirements, as through the devaluation of some of its assets, it can then undertake one of several strategies to try to remedy the situation. In contrast to the assumptions of the AC model, the sale of bank assets is only one pathway to achieving this end. Issuing new equity to bolster bank capital (while either commensurately reducing liabilities or increasing bank assets) is another. In part, our analysis of prudential capital requirements in this chapter involves further specifying the formal conditions under which FVA-driven risk contagion, as described in the AC model, might actually manifest itself. We conclude that although FVA-driven contagion is a legitimate concern, the theoretical assumptions needed to support it in an extreme form are fairly rigorous and may be difficult to meet in the real world if liquidity pricing is usually rare; large segments of banks’ asset portfolios are not subject to fair value treatment; and regulatory capital requirements specifically accommodate concerns about liquidity risk by declining to apply FVA and market pricing for important categories of bank assets. Moreover, recent real-world experience seems to support the same conclusion. Despite the controversy over FVA at the height of the financial crisis, available empirical evidence concerning the crisis does not suggest that FVA was a primary factor in driving a positive feedback loop of asset sales, eroding value in bank balance sheets, and violations of bank regulatory capital requirements culminating in widespread institutional insolvencies.

All of this being said, it is also important to acknowledge that FVA-driven risk contagion, in the laboratory sense described by the AC model, is only one of many factors that might have contributed to systemic risk during the 2008 crisis. Could some element of FVA-driven liquidity effects, as mediated by regulatory capital requirements for banks, have fed into the witches’ brew of 2008, which also included risk contagion via counterparty relationships, vulnerable
but “systemically important” entities, off-balance sheet investment vehicles, wildly inaccurate valuations of credit risk, and broader loss of investor confidence in the integrity of accounting information? Under extreme circumstances like those, could the procyclical impact of FVA on banks’ asset sales, and on banks’ efforts to maintain adequate capital ratios, have been magnified? The answer is, perhaps. But even so, the impact was not sufficiently strong to suggest substantial FVA influence in the empirical studies that we reviewed earlier in this chapter. Regardless of the empirical evidence on this point, the argument that FVA devaluation of assets was nevertheless a significant element in the crisis has consistently been made by many FVA critics and bank executives, both in public commentary and in the context of our own interviewing on this topic.

In context, it is important to point out that loss of confidence in the meaningfulness of accounting information itself (FVA and HCA) is another channel by which valuation practice might have contributed to systemic instability, and to asset illiquidity and to the freeze-up in trading and credit markets in 2008. To the extent that market participants believe they can’t determine the value of assets or the credit-worthiness of their counterparties given standard accounting disclosures, then broad reluctance to engage in transactions may well be a reasonable response. Under such conditions, market-based asset prices may appear to move toward zero, simply because there are fewer and fewer willing buyers and sellers available to maintain the relevant markets. Although FVA-induced procyclicality did not drive large numbers of bank insolvencies in 2008, broader loss of confidence in the fidelity of accounting information provided by banks, and suspicions about embedded and unacknowledged credit risks associated with their assets, may indeed have contributed to illiquidity and to the freeze-up in markets. In turn, loss of liquidity had very significant impact on the stability of the financial system as a whole. Here again, the strength of accounting valuation practice (both under FVA and HCA) could be important to the genesis of systemic risk, even when the formal conditions for an FVA-induced “death spiral” under the AC model are not met.

What are some other important points to recognize concerning the relationship between prudential regulation, accounting standards, and systemic risk? One basic point to recognize is that bank capital requirements are tied to accounting standards, and vice versa, so that changes in one will necessarily have feedback effects on the operation of the other. Although accounting standards are not primarily designed with the interests of bank regulators or bank solvency in mind, revisions to those standards may nevertheless have substantial impact on the calculation of bank capital and on the prudential oversight of banks. By extension, changes in accounting standards could easily have systemic impact on banks and on the financial system, in ways that might affect the plausibility of risk contagion in the style postulated by the AC model. For policymakers, one key implication is that tweaks to regulatory capital requirements, instead of or in addition to modifications to accounting standards, may be an appropriate way to respond to concerns about systemic risk and contagion in the banking sector.

31 Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2008) made a similar but broader observation in suggesting that “a rise in unknown and immeasurable risk . . . is at the heart of the recent liquidity crisis” and in attributing related valuation risk to complex derivatives whose behavior and characteristics under financial stress were not well understood.

32 Brunnermeier (2009) notably describes a similar illiquidity scenario using somewhat different terminology, with “asymmetric information frictions” leading to a spiral of loss of confidence, illiquidity, and the superficial appearance of eroding asset values.

33 Again, see discussion in Caballero and Krishnamurthy (2008).
Ultimately, our review in this chapter underlines the argument made by several commentators, namely that neither HCA nor FVA may be consistently superior as an accounting standard in all possible circumstances, even from the standpoint of prudential regulation and guarding against systemic risk in banks. When an immediate liquidation of institutional assets is either contemplated or necessary, then FVA provides critically useful information to investors and regulators and is an appropriate yardstick for determining asset values. But when immediate liquidation is not contemplated or necessary, and when market illiquidity causes asset prices to deviate from underlying fundamental values, then FVA itself could sometimes have the plausible effect of spreading the distortion of prices, and the liquidation of assets, across institutions and sectors. HCA, by contrast, enjoys the benefits of inertia and can be particularly useful as a valuation method for approximating fundamental values when panic or rampant speculation drives liquidity effects in current market prices for assets. HCA, though, is subject to its own potential for distorting effects and can sometimes operate to conceal risks or losses in asset portfolios in ways that escalate risk and that encourage institutions to “gamble for resurrection.” In some instances, HCA has also been associated with eruptions of systemic risk in the financial sector, as we will explore in the following chapter through historical case studies on the S&L crisis of the 1980s and on the LDC crisis of the 1970s. In sum, there is probably no single right answer to which accounting standard is more appropriate or helpful for purposes of prudential regulation and risk oversight in banks.

34 Bob Posen is a notable advocate for this point of view. See discussion in Posen (2010).
Lessons from Historical Episodes Involving Accounting Standards, Systemic Risk, and Financial Crisis

In Chapters Three and Four, we explored the conceptual links between FVA and HCA accounting standards, prudential regulation, and systemic risk. We also reviewed the recent empirical literature concerning the financial crisis of 2008 and the extent to which FVA-driven risk contagion actually did play a major role in that crisis. Notably, we touched on the conceptual argument for how HCA may sometimes contribute to episodes of financial crisis, risk contagion, and/or the accumulation of undisclosed losses within institutions. Although the links between HCA and systemic risk have not been focal in the 2008 debate, those links have nevertheless been important in several other recent historical episodes of financial crisis. During our interviews, a few respondents notably suggested that the savings and loan (S&L) crisis of the 1980s reflected an example of this latter kind of episode. Another interview respondent suggested that the S&L crisis and other recent historical cases can provide a useful counterpoint for 2008 in seeking to understand how accounting standards and related financial information have played into events of systemic financial risk during recent decades.

In this chapter, we explore two historical cases, other than 2008, that illustrate the role of valuation accounting in instances of financial crisis: the S&L crisis of the 1980s and the less developed country (LDC) debt crisis of the 1970s. We selected these two cases, in part, because several of our interview respondents specifically pointed them out to us and talked about the similarities and differences between these episodes and the 2008 crisis. We also chose to focus on these cases because (1) they are two of the most recent major episodes of financial crisis and systemic risk prior to 2008 and (2) both episodes involved problems of risk accumulation and contagion in the context of HCA-related accounting practice, as a contributing factor in the lead-up to crisis. In the discussion that follows, we have compiled summary accounts of each of these historical cases, drawing primarily on a review of literature and historical documents pertaining to them. Where applicable, we have supplemented the historical review with citation and footnotes to relevant comments offered by our own interview participants regarding the dynamics of these crisis episodes, as well as the role that accounting standards played within them.

Our primary aim in this chapter is to identify and describe what role the accounting standards actually played in each of these previous crisis situations. We will also seek to distill one

---

1 As we observed in Chapter Three, there is at least some evidence to suggest that some of large commercial banks that became insolvent in 2008 may have been vulnerable, in part, due to losses associated with nonperforming loans and, by implication, to the accumulation of unrecognized credit risk in assets held under an HCA accounting framework. See SEC (2008), pp. 117–135.
or more key lessons about the accounting standards and about their relationship to broad risks to the financial system across these situations.

The Savings and Loan Crisis: Forerunner of 2008?

Introduction

In debates over fair value accounting, the S&L crisis has been portrayed as offering a prequel to the 2008 crisis. According to some proponents of fair value methods, S&L institutions during the 1980s generally used HCA in their bookkeeping, did not recognize losses that should have resulted in other-than-temporary impairment to assets on their financial statements, and were consequently allowed to continue operating long after they should have been shut down by regulators. Because faulty accounting artificially inflated the S&Ls’ regulatory capital, it is argued that the S&Ls (also known as “thrifts”) were therefore allowed and encouraged to make ever-riskier loans. Depositors, protected by federal deposit insurance, had little incentive to monitor the financial status of the thrifts directly, even if they had had independent means to do so. The accounting argument continues: If the loan assets of the thrifts had been pegged to the market (i.e., dealt with under FVA), then the crisis could have been anticipated and the losses reduced. While some elements of this story are indeed accurate, a careful reading of the history of the S&L crisis does not support the superiority of one accounting approach over the other. Instead, it suggests the limits of accounting standards more generally in the face of lax regulation and political pressure. Much as in the 2008 crisis, the origins of the S&L crisis are deeper and far more complex than a simple recitation of the accounting standards might indicate.

The Origins of the S&L Crisis

Politics played a significant role during the S&L crisis. The very existence of S&L institutions found its origins in a political goal: namely, increasing the percentage of U.S. home ownership during the Great Depression. A series of federal laws passed in the 1930s, designed to encourage home ownership by facilitating the availability of mortgage loans, created both the S&L industry and its regulatory structure. In effect, the industry was created to accept deposits, subject to maximum interest rates determined by law, and then to convert those deposits to 30-year fixed-rate loans for the purchase of homes. From its inception, the S&L industry faced a potential mismatch between its assets (long-term home loans financed at fixed rates) and its liabilities (deposits that could be withdrawn on demand). Despite the mismatch, in the post-

---

2 For a more detailed account of the S&L crisis, see FDIC (1997).
5 Alternatively, if the loan assets of the S&Ls had been subject to more rigorous impairment accounting under HCA standards, then again, the antecedents to the S&L crisis might have become evident much earlier.
6 See White (1991). In fact, a case can be made that the S&L crisis and the current financial crisis are less similar because of issues involving accounting standards than because they are both manifestations of U.S. policy toward housing. See discussion in McLean and Nocera (2010).
7 The nature of this mismatch, and the potential for ill effects and institutional insolvency, was captured dramatically in the 1946 Frank Capra film *It's a Wonderful Life*, in the run on the Bailey Building and Loan Association that the film depicted.
war period there were very few runs on S&L institutions, due both to deposit insurance and to
the general stability of the U.S. housing market during the period.

The problems for the S&L industry began with the dramatic rise in interest rates during
the late 1970 and early 1980s, as then—Federal Reserve chairman Paul Volcker reduced the
U.S. money supply in order to combat inflation. Thrifts found themselves holding low interest
home mortgages as their primary assets, while facing competition for depositors from other
types of institutions (such as banks). Unlike the thrifts, the banks did not face statutory inter-

test rate caps and could offer much higher rates of return to depositors. The effects of competi-
tion on the S&L industry, and the subsequent loss of depositors, were dramatic and led to a
substantial increase in failures among thrifts during the early years of the 1980s.

As shown in Table 5.1, between 1980 and 1983, 118 thrifts failed. For comparison, during
the previous 45 years, only 143 thrifts failed.

Deregulation and Oversight Problems Compounded Risk Accumulation in the S&L Crisis

Several factors at this point exacerbated the crisis, beyond the direct impact of the dramatic
rise in interest rates. First, the initial response of Congress to the competitive problems facing
the S&L industry was deregulation, via the Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act of 1980 (DIDMCA; Pub L. 96-221) and the Garn–St. Germain Depository Institutions
Act of 1982 (Pub. L. 97-320). Both pieces of legislation reduced the capital requirements for
thrifts, eased restrictions on their activities, and allowed them to enter new lines of lending,
including the provision of business real estate loans (which had previously been the exclusive
domain of banks).8 As it turned out, the latter line of business-oriented loans was outside the
traditional core activities of the thrifts and proved to be significantly riskier than other S&L
activities. Although the intent of Congress in passing DIDMCA and the Garn–St. Germain
Act was presumably to stabilize the S&L industry and its access to depository funds, the argu-

---

Table 5.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Failures</th>
<th>Total Assets ($ thousands)</th>
<th>Estimated Cost ($ thousands)</th>
<th>Number of Supervisory Mergers</th>
<th>Number of Voluntary Mergers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,348,908</td>
<td>158,193</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19,590,802</td>
<td>1,887,709</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>22,161,187</td>
<td>1,499,584</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>13,202,823</td>
<td>418,425</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5,567,036</td>
<td>886,518</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>22,573,962</td>
<td>7,420,153</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17,566,995</td>
<td>9,130,022</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>15,045,096</td>
<td>566,729</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>98,082,879</td>
<td>46,688,466</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

8 Deregulation at the federal level prompted a number of states, particularly in the southwestern United States, to enact
even more liberal laws governing state chartered S&Ls. The states’ concern with losing S&Ls to the federal regulators pro-
duced what the FDIC has termed a “competition in laxity.”
able effect was to increase institutional leverage, while encouraging the S&Ls to accumulate new asset risks through lines of commercial lending outside their traditional area of expertise.

A second factor contributing to the S&L crisis involved lax supervisory oversight by regulators, arguably associated with simple lack of experience among S&L regulators. Prior to the 1980s, there were relatively few failures among thrifts, and those failures were not particularly costly to resolve. As a result, supervisory oversight of the thrifts was decentralized and generally did not examine the safety and soundness of the institutions. Until the 1980s, this lax oversight made little difference to the stability of S&Ls, which following World War II primarily held high-quality portfolios of mortgages through a decades-long period of appreciation in U.S. housing markets. Losses to individual S&Ls were relatively rare during this period, and concerns about broader systemic risk arising from S&Ls were nonexistent. In consequence, the supervision of S&Ls atrophied to a regulatory backwater, arguably equipped to deal with the simple business of S&L oversight prior to 1980, but not the complex new environment of the 1980s following the deregulation of S&L activities.

Enter HCA and Regulatory Forbearance: When Are Asset Impairments Truly “Permanent”? As the losses among thrifts mounted during the 1980s, another regulatory problem emerged. Many S&L regulators, either due to the unprecedented nature of the crisis or else to political expediency, argued that S&L insolvencies were really only “losses on paper” stemming from abnormally high interest rates, and that when interest rates fell back to more normal historical levels, the financial health of most S&L institutions would be restored. In effect, institutions and regulators alike argued that S&L losses were only temporary; that forcing write-downs of assets would only create paper insolvencies; that closing institutions for these reasons was unwise; and that the solution was to provide S&Ls with some forbearance on capital requirements until the temporary crisis passed and interest rates returned to their historical (lower) levels. In this spirit, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) decided to forestall S&L insolvencies by lowering capital requirements from 5 percent of insured accounts to 4 percent (in November 1980) and then to 3 percent (in January 1982).

Several commentators have suggested that the expansion of thrifts into riskier business lending practices, as facilitated by deregulation and motivated by new competitive pressures in lending markets, was really the principal contributing factor in driving the S&L crisis. Subsequent losses experienced by thrifts were then exacerbated by unrealistic HCA treatment of loans (i.e., omitting arguably other-than-temporary impairments), thereby allowing borderline-

---

9  See FDIC (1997).

10  Among other problems, the generally low levels of risk associated with S&Ls and apparent ease of S&L regulation had by the 1980s led to low levels of compensation and limits on staff at the agencies regulating S&Ls—another factor that contributed to less effective supervisory oversight. See FDIC (1997).

11  This was an argument eerily parallel to some of the more recent arguments concerning FVA in the 2008 crisis, in setting out reasons why superficial accounting losses on paper weren’t in fact “real.” In the S&L context, one of our interview respondents expressed the opposite point of view, suggesting that the “losses on paper” argument represented a basic failure in governance and oversight of the S&Ls, in departing from more rigorous accounting treatment that might have helped to stem losses.

12  See FDIC (1997). In 1989, the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of (FIRREA) abolished the FHLBB and moved regulatory oversight of S&Ls to the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) in the Department of the Treasury.

insolvent thrifts to continue to compete for depositors by dramatically raising the interest paid on deposits, while channeling the deposits into ever-riskier loans. White (1991) has described this cycle as a “gambling for resurrection”–type problem, whereby moral hazard kicks into the management of a depository institution in which the depositors are insured and equity and institutional capital are low.14

**The Resolution of the S&L Crisis**

Ex post reviews of the scope of the S&L crisis suggest that the eventual magnitude of the bailout was very large. According to one Congressional Budget Office estimate, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), which regulated S&Ls and handled their resolution, was forced to deal with liquidating 489 thrifts at a cost of $180 billion (1992 dollars) between 1980 and 1988.15 A subsequent U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) study in 1996 estimated the final cost for resolving the S&L crisis at about $160.1 billion (in 1996 dollars)—about 0.5 percent of 1996 gross domestic product for the United States—making it the most expensive banking crisis in U.S. history prior to 2008.16

In the immediate wake of the S&L crisis, the GAO in 1991 studied the role that accounting standards had played in bank failures occurring during the same period.17 The GAO found that for the 39 bank failures studied, the cost to taxpayers was approximately $9 billion, including collective losses of more than $7 billion among four institutions with assets over $1 billion each. The GAO observed that:

> As a result of the asset valuations FDIC prepared after these banks failed, loss reserves increased from $2.1 billion to $9.4 billion. A major portion of the $7.3 billion deterioration in asset values was not previously reported, because deficiencies in GAAP allowed bank management to unduly delay the recognition of losses ... and to mask the need for early regulatory intervention that could have minimized losses to the Bank Insurance Fund. (p. 5)

The GAO concluded that abuses in bank accounting practices, and particularly in the recognition of other-than-temporary impairments to assets, had contributed significantly to the failure of early warning mechanisms among prudential regulators, and ultimately to the insolvency of the banks at issue. Although this finding did not apply directly to thrifts, the GAO nevertheless offered its analysis in contemplation of a potential taxpayer bailout of thrifts totaling hundreds of billions of dollars, and with the observation that “accounting and internal control problems have contributed greatly to bank and thrift failures [during the period]” (p. 4).

---

14 Per White (1991), S&L shareholders, who are at risk of receiving nothing if the institution does not recover, want a riskier loan posture. Depositors, whose interests are largely covered by federal insurance, are happy to accept a higher interest rate on deposits in return for the potential inconvenience of a default and government resolution, and are unlikely to expend much effort monitoring the S&L themselves. The combination of risk-seeking equity-holders, indifferent depositors, and ineffective regulatory oversight of solvency constitutes a recipe for gambling for resurrection, and for seeking out risky assets in the hope that investment returns will once again return the institution to solvency.


16 See GAO (1996), placing the direct costs at $160.1 billion.

Discussion

Clearly, one important element in the story of the S&L crisis involves problems that arose under an HCA accounting framework, such that instances of other-than-temporary impairment to loan assets arguably went unrecognized and unrecorded on institutional books. Moreover, there were also other factors that contributed to lenient accounting treatment of S&L loan assets, at least with regard to the administration of regulatory capital requirements. In particular, S&L capital prior to the 1980s was reportedly augmented by a set of regulatory accounting principles that required less stringent write-downs of distressed assets relative to GAAP. In fact, in the rare instances in which GAAP treatment was more lenient, then S&Ls could revert to GAAP for their accounting practice.

But could improved accounting practices and recognition of losses under HCA (or under FVA) truly have prevented the S&L crisis? Although better and earlier recognition of accumulating impairments in thrift assets might have reduced the size of the eventual S&L bailout, it is unclear whether it really could have prevented the failures in the first place. The accounting treatment of losses (or lack thereof) did facilitate the industry’s ability to fight recapitalization in the political sphere. Isaac (2009a) in particular argues that S&L regulators during the 1980s were far less independent than FDIC or other federal bank regulators. Political appointees in the Reagan administration reportedly pushed for deregulation and forbearance toward S&Ls, while simultaneously arguing against spending taxpayer funds on resolving insolvent thrifts because it would increase the federal deficit and debt. Moreover, in further echoes of the 2008 crisis, Reagan administration officials argued against closing a large number of S&Ls or even recognizing losses, for fear of undermining public confidence. The final resolution of the S&L crisis was deferred until the 1989 passage of FIRREA (Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Reinforcement Act) and the creation of the Resolution Trust Company, which had the necessary funding to deal with closing down insolvent S&Ls.

The Less Developed Country Debt Crisis

Introduction

The history of the S&L crisis does suggest the potential problems associated with regulatory forbearance by banking supervisors, even if the lessons regarding the role of accounting standards are somewhat more nuanced. A more successful example of regulatory forbearance can be found in the Latin American or “less developed country” (LDC) debt crisis of the late 1970s.
Lessons from Historical Episodes Involving Accounting Standards, Systemic Risk, and Financial Crisis

and 1980s. The LDC crisis came to a head in 1982, when Mexico’s finance minister notified the managing director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the chairman of the Federal Reserve that Mexico could no longer service its debt. The crisis continued to deepen from there, and by October 1983, 27 countries owing $239 billion were in various degrees of default to lenders. For U.S. banks, the crisis was largest in connection with loans to Latin American and Caribbean countries. Sixteen of those countries (including Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela, and Argentina) owed U.S. banks over $176 billion. Of this amount, $37 billion was owed to the eight largest U.S. banks. According to a subsequent history of the crisis authored by the FDIC, this amounted to 147 percent of those banks’ capital. In effect, the Latin American default rendered a large portion of the U.S. banking system insolvent for regulatory purposes, which in principle should have required the FDIC to close the banks.

The Origins of the LDC Crisis
The genesis of the LDC debt crisis can be found in the expansion of third-world economies in the 1950s and 1960s, as well as in the economic slowdown in the United States in the 1970s, which led U.S. banks to look for new markets in which to expand. U.S. banks during this period notably faced decreased profitability at home, as commercial lending customers moved to other credit sources, such as commercial paper. At the same time, the rise in oil prices in early 1970s created a glut of petro-dollars that were recycled back to industrialized countries in the Eurodollar market. This market provided new deposit funds to U.S. banks, which the banks then lent to LDCs. Although the LDC loans largely originated from money center banks in the United States, they were then sold off as assets to various regional banks, so that LDC debt was spread through much of the U.S. banking system.

The debt-service problems of the LDCs grew as the price of oil rose during the 1970s and the LDCs found they needed an increasing supply of dollars to pay for imported goods. U.S. banks obliged by providing dollar-based loans to the LDCs, to finance their increasing trade deficits during the period. For example, Latin America experienced dramatic increase in debt from about $30 billion in 1970 to almost $200 billion by the end of the decade. About 80 percent of that debt was sovereign, meaning that it had been loaned directly to governments (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2008). Moreover, the terms of the typical sovereign loan, which involved a medium- to long-term contract with a floating interest rate tied to the London Interbank Offering Rate (LIBOR) and reset semiannually, made the LDC debt very sensitive to interest rate changes and to macroeconomic conditions in the United States.

Regulatory Intervention in the LDC Crisis
In contrast to the S&L crisis, the gradual build-up of LDC debt was noticed fairly early on by U.S. regulators. Arthur Burns, then the chairman of the Federal Reserve, commented on the

---

23 FDIC (1997).

24 “Commercial paper” broadly refers to unsecured, short-term debt instruments issued by corporations, with fixed maturity of less than 270 days.

25 For a discussion of the evolution of this aspect of the LDC crisis, in the context of historical financial and banking crisis episodes more broadly, see Reinhart and Rogoff (2008).

26 World Bank World Debt Tables.
build-up and systemic risk posed by LDC sovereign debt as early as 1977.27 By the late 1970s, the ability of Latin American countries to service their debt was obviously deteriorating, and increasing oil prices in 1979 exacerbated the problem. By 1979, most Latin American countries had debt service burdens of 30+ percent of export earnings, and several (such as Brazil) had ratios above 60 percent. Nevertheless, Latin American countries continued to borrow (and U.S. money center banks continued to lend), with total Latin American debt more than doubling between 1979 and 1982 (from $159 billion to $327 billion). Not surprisingly with the advent of the Mexican default, U.S. bank lending to LDCs declined significantly: Between 1983 and 1989, money-center bank loans outstanding to Latin America decreased from $56 billion to $44 billion, according to statistics published by the FDIC.28

The Mexican default presented U.S. bank regulators with a difficult choice. Given the size of money center and regional bank loans to LDCs, most U.S. banks were technically below their regulatory capital requirements. If regulators forced the banks to write down their LDC loans even to an optimistically impaired price for the sovereign debt, then the FDIC would be forced to take over many of those banks, and/or bank regulators would be forced to undertake an expensive, taxpayer-financed recapitalization, since it seemed unlikely that the banks could raise the necessary additional capital from private sources. If, however, loans were kept on the books at their unimpaired historical costs, then banks would not be forced to raise additional capital. U.S. banking regulators opted for the latter course and for forbearance, and did not require that large reserves be set aside on the restructured LDC loans or on the succeeding arrearages (i.e., overdue loan payments) by other nations. The argument for this policy was similar to those made by bank regulators during the S&L crisis: to recognize the losses abruptly would have caused a financial panic. In the actual event of the Mexican default there was no panic, although the problems with U.S. banks did not go unnoticed, as long-term debt ratings of U.S. money center banks fell from uniformly AAA to AA1 and as low as BAA3 (in the case of Manufacturers Hanover), with none of those banks retaining their triple-A rating. During this period, no large U.S. banks failed because of their exposure to LDC loans.29

Resolution of the LDC Crisis: Why Did Forbearance Succeed?
Why did regulatory forbearance succeed in defusing the LDC crisis, whereas it produced a far less successful outcome in the case of the S&Ls? The answer likely does not lie in the role of the accounting standards. In both cases, evidence accumulated that the fair value of bank loans was actually far lower than that reported to regulators. The primary difference in the LDC crisis was that money center banks were not allowed by regulators to “double down” on their bad bets and to accumulate additional risky loans without adjusting for impairment (thereby gambling for resurrection with insured deposits). Under the 1989 Brady Plan,30 the U.S. government explicitly recognized that troubled LDC debtors could not fully service their debts and sought permanent reductions in principal and existing debt-servicing obligations. This recognition forced negotiations between U.S. banks and debtor nations and led to a write-
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29 See FDIC (1997).
30 So named after then-Secretary of the Treasury Nicholas Brady, who served during the first Bush administration.
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down, rather than simply a restructuring, of the debts. Moreover, U.S. banks were partially bailed out, as substantial funds were raised from the IMF and the World Bank to facilitate the debt reduction.31 In the end, the Brady Plan agreements between 1989 and 1994 forgave approximately 32 percent of the $191 billion in outstanding loans. These losses were borne by bank shareholders. While substantial, the losses were lower than would have been the case if banks had been forced to write down the loans early on in the crisis, before the intervention of the U.S. government, the IMF, and the World Bank.32

What Role Did HCA Play in Forbearance?

What was the primary role of accounting standards during the LDC crisis? The answer is complex. In a hypothetical world in which all bank assets had to be marked immediately to market (or otherwise adjusted to reflect other-than-temporary impairments), the path of forbearance followed by U.S. bank regulators would have been much more difficult to pursue. This notwithstanding, it is also true that stronger HCA practices that more accurately and swiftly accounted for impairments to assets, together with less discretion on the part of banks and regulators in the early phases of the LDC cycle, might have helped to reveal the accumulation of bad debt at a much earlier stage of the crisis, and to better limit the ultimate scope of losses at the outset.

Yet the most important role played by the accounting standards during the LDC crisis, according to several of our interviewees, was that the HCA framework allowed regulators the flexibility not to shut down banks that would otherwise have been insolvent if forced immediately to mark their LDC loans to reflect current prices and actual impairment. The argument presented to us on behalf of this regulatory strategy was that the Federal Reserve and Treasury, along with international financial institutions, planned on finding ways to restructure the LDC debt, and knew that this restructuring would result in losses to U.S. banks being smaller than markets were then anticipating. For political reasons largely related to the negotiating position of the U.S. government, such statements could not be made publicly. Had more rigorous HCA or FVA standards been applied to LDC debt, then the FDIC might have been forced to liquidate the U.S. banks at much greater cost than the eventual realized losses to banks, and certainly at greater cost to taxpayers. It is unclear, however, how well the LDC debt crisis generalizes to other crises. While accounting standards in this instance contributed to regulatory flexibility in the application of bank capital requirements, ultimately much depends on how that flexibility is used by regulators in responding to a specific episode.

Point of Contemporary Comparison: Forbearance on Greek Debt in the Eurozone

Consider by comparison the most recent episode of ongoing debt crisis now occurring in the European Union. As of late 2012, multiple efforts had been made to “bail out” Greece and to reassure the markets that the sovereign debt of several other European countries would indeed be repaid. Several of our interviews suggested that large European banks actively reclassified Greek debt out of their assets “held for sale” (valued under mark-to-market standards) to “held to maturity” (valued under historic cost), where it was claimed that write-downs would be easier to avoid. Given the cost of recapitalizing the banks if they were forced to write down
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31 The trade-off for debtor nations was that to qualify for an IMF or World Bank loan, the debtor country had to agree to introduce economic reforms designed to improve economic performance and thereby increase ability to service debt.

the debt, this too is an example that may involve some degree of forbearance, with bank regulators putatively backing off from rigorous application of capital requirements to rigorously generated accounting information (with full adjustment for other-than-temporary credit impairment associated with sovereign Greek debt). In this sense, at least, the recent Eurozone crisis resembles both the LDC debt crisis and the S&L crisis. With regard to the application of accounting standards, two key questions arise. Ex ante, could more rigorous valuation practices (either under HCA or FVA) have detected the accumulation of risk in Greek sovereign debt more quickly, so as to limit the losses ultimately incurred? And ex post, will regulatory forbearance help in developing a viable debt restructuring plan for the Eurozone, or will it instead involve allowing further accumulation of bad loan assets, possibly abetted by the fiction of poorly applied valuation standards?

It is beyond the scope of this report to analyze in detail the ongoing efforts of European authorities to address and resolve the Eurozone debt crisis. Nevertheless, the similarity between some elements of past historical crisis episodes and the current Eurozone crisis minimally deserves some acknowledgment here. It remains to be seen whether the ultimate outcome, in the Eurozone case, will more closely resemble that of the LDC crisis or the S&L crisis.

Concluding Observations

These historical episodes shed some additional light on the basic relationship between accounting methods and systemic risk. The first point to observe is that both the S&L crisis and LDC crisis episodes involved the application of HCA standards and methods; and more specifically, that both entailed problems having to do with accurately accounting for other-than-temporary impairments to assets within an HCA framework. So one simple takeaway is that episodes of systemic financial risk can indeed occur, and historically have occurred, in connection with HCA practices and assets valued under HCA.

A second point to recognize is that both the S&L and LDC crisis events tie back to our discussion in Chapter Two concerning the relevance of investment time frames in determining an appropriate accounting approach. In both crises, the question of whether impairments to financial assets on paper were “real” and other than temporary, or instead illusory and transient, played into the accumulation of financial risk within and across institutions. Judgments about whether to force impairments onto banks’ books in these situations partly related back to lack of rigor in the way that HCA standards had been applied, but also to the appropriateness of a short-term liquidation assumption, in deciding what the relevant value of institutional assets really was. In sum, subjectivity in determining other-than-temporary impairment is a core element in the HCA valuation framework, and it sometimes pulls institutions to adopt a longer-term view on the putative transience of losses (and thus to “gamble for resurrection”), when the alternative is to violate regulatory capital constraints in the short run and thereby to risk insolvency.

Finally, it’s also important to recognize that accounting standards can influence both the antecedent conditions that give rise to financial crisis, as well as the flexibility and options that

33 Of course, the situation here is complicated by the fact that some of the accounting problems with Greek debt allegedly originated from financial fraud on the part of the Greek government. See, e.g., discussion in Story, Thomas, and Shwartz (2010).
regulators have in responding post-crisis. The LDC episode, in particular, showcases a situation in which the other-than-temporary impairment of bank assets based on liquidation values could easily have been misleading under HCA, given that central bank authorities eventually did intervene to negotiate and reduce the magnitude of other-than-temporary asset value losses experienced by the banks. Put another way, the HCA accounting framework in this instance allowed the authorities greater flexibility to intervene following the crisis, but also likely contributed to the accumulation of risk in the lead-up to the crisis. Whether on balance it’s a good idea to preserve greater intervention flexibility on the part of regulators is an open question to consider. The accounting trade-off in both the LDC and S&L episodes was an eventual realization among regulators and other policymakers that substantial unrecognized credit impairments were concealed on the books of many financial institutions—a result that suggests that earlier discovery of those risks via better accounting and valuation practices might have been possible, and helpful, in managing the risks.
CHAPTER SIX
Implementation and Risk: The Challenges to Doing FVA and HCA Well

One of the themes that arose repeatedly in our interviewing about FVA and HCA is the premise that it is possible to apply both methods poorly, in ways that can generate misleading information about asset values. For example, multiple people commented on the difficulties and challenges associated with applying FVA in the middle of a liquidity crisis, particularly in the abrupt absence of a meaningful reference “market price” to mark to. Others spoke about the problems and subjectivity associated with impairment accounting in an HCA framework. In both cases, the underlying implication was that asset valuation processes can sometimes be vulnerable to inaccuracy, error, or even deliberate distortion. A more subtle theme also arose out of the interviews. In the long-running debate over which of FVA or HCA is “better,” there is sometimes an implicit assumption that one or the other approach is being applied perfectly, or else in an idealized, simplified way. Disagreements about the comparative merits of FVA and HCA, given the implied assumption of perfect implementation, neglect a more basic problem: Implementation is often less than perfect. Put another way, there are lots of real-world challenges that can detract from the quality of both FVA and HCA information. In turn, poor-quality accounting information has the potential to exacerbate system-wide risks and problems: risk accumulation, gambling for resurrection, loss of confidence in asset valuations, and contagion.

In the course of our interviews, respondents raised a series of concerns connected to the implementation of FVA and HCA and to problems in institutional governance and controls that can limit the fidelity of FVA and HCA information. Some basic assumptions and limits that qualify the meaningfulness of FVA and HCA information were also identified. We briefly outline the most prominent of these issues below, both to spotlight their connection to the broader debate over the accounting standards and to investigate potential leverage points for strengthening the quality of FVA and HCA information as an avenue for helping to protect against systemic risk.

FVA, HCA, and Challenges in Firm-Level Risk Management

A significant theme that arose in several of our interviews with stakeholders in banking institutions was the role that both FVA and HCA sometimes play at the firm level, with respect to institutional risk management and portfolio analysis practices, above and beyond their relevance to the external valuation of firms and assets. One respondent observed that valuation techniques aren’t just important in providing a snapshot to outsiders (e.g., investors) about
how much a particular asset is worth, but also in providing a snapshot to *insiders* about how much the asset is worth. Another person observed that the valuation of assets by an institution involves accommodating new information about market prices (under FVA) or credit risks (under HCA), in a process of tracking what the investments are worth over time. “Without good valuation procedures, you don’t know what your positions and assets are really worth, or what unacknowledged or unrecognized risks might be eroding the value of the assets,” observed one person.

Managing an asset portfolio in a financial firm requires having a reasonably accurate picture of what the assets are worth, regardless of whether FVA or HCA applies. When a firm neglects to carry out effective valuation practices, or violates the assumptions of its own approach to valuation, the result can be to blind the firm to the true value of the assets that it holds, and potentially to accumulate risk in an unintended way.

A related observation was made that when traders have both a direct interest in the value of assets and influence over the valuation process within a firm, the inherent conflict of interest can result in distorted valuations, accumulation of risk, and lack of transparency and effective oversight within the firm.

Interestingly, these sorts of observations about the relationship between valuation and risk management within firms are confirmed by some of the themes raised by international financial regulators, in their postmortem analysis of what went wrong within major financial institutions during and after the 2008 financial crisis (Senior Supervisors Group, 2008, 2009). The Senior Supervisors Group (SSG)\(^1\) published multiple reports summarizing institutional risk management lessons learned from the crisis, based on intensive interviewing and roundtable discussions with nearly a dozen global banking firms and securities organizations. One of the key firm-wide risk management practices that was spotlighted by SSG as distinguishing between institutions that were more successful in navigating the crisis, as opposed to less so, was “the consistent application of independent and rigorous valuation practices across the firm.” In particular, SSG observed that more successful firms tended to develop the capacity to conduct in-house assessments of “the credit quality of the assets underlying complex securities, to help value their exposures correctly,” and that such firms “sought to use those values consistently across the firm” (Senior Supervisors Group, 2008). SSG offered several other risk-management and oversight lessons learned from the experience of the financial crisis, touching on diverse aspects of firm-level risk identification and analysis, risk controls, and liquidity management, as well as firm practices relating to compensation and governance. Notably, several of these SSG observations and targets for improvement tied back to the robustness of asset valuation mechanisms and practices within the firm.

*Valuation approaches are thus related to risks and controls at the firm level, as well as at the financial system level.* As history shows, poor firm-level management of risk can sometimes set the stage for subsequent systemic crisis, either by virtue of risk contagion, or via direct counterparty exposures or correlated risks across institutions, or both. Moreover, to the extent that many firms within the financial sector suffer from similar institutional risk management prob-
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\(^1\) A group comprising the senior government supervisory authorities overseeing major financial services firms in France, Germany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
problems associated with faulty valuation practices, those deficiencies could certainly have systemic implications.2

Perhaps the most striking point about the findings of SSG is that despite its focus on valuation problems, SSG does not single out either FVA or HCA in addressing the factors that contributed to institutional vulnerability in the 2008 crisis. Another of our interview respondents expressed a strong opinion on this point:

What distinguished financial firms that did poorly in the 2008 crisis was not whether they primarily applied FVA or HCA to the valuation of their asset portfolios, but rather whether they employed either valuation method well. Some firms involved in each of FVA and HCA types of businesses actually performed relatively well through the crisis, in part because they carried out their respective valuation approaches effectively and carefully. By contrast, firms that violated the integrity of their own valuation processes, regardless of which approach applied, tended to inflict serious risk-management problems on themselves.

**Audit Integrity and Auditability of FVA and HCA Information**

Another major observation that was offered to us about both FVA and HCA approaches is that the quality of the financial information they provide is limited by the rigor of outside review through the auditing process. As we discuss in the appendix to this report, the formal accounting standards issued by FASB provide a common language and set of definitions for what kinds of financial information are supposed to be captured, and how these are supposed to be reported. But it is the independent audit process that (in theory) ensures that those standards are actually followed in practice, and that the information that is thereby generated is valid and reliable. To the extent that auditing works well, and that auditors have the resources and knowledge to be able to carry out effective oversight, financial information should be more meaningful and more reliable as a result. To the extent that auditing works poorly, and that baseline assumptions about the rigor and capability of the audit process are violated, then there is a serious risk that the informational quality of financial statements and accounting practices will be degraded as a result.

In several of our interviews, we heard comments suggesting that both FVA and HCA approaches to valuation may pose serious challenges from the standpoint of independent auditors. With regard to FVA, more than one respondent suggested that auditors sometimes face difficult problems in the oversight of valuation, particularly for assets (or liabilities) for which level 3 inputs3 are employed in a “mark-to-model” approach. In our interviews, multiple respondents emphasized that it is entirely possible for two different institutions that possess the same asset to adopt different FVA models for valuing it, drawing on different assumptions and level 3 inputs and reaching materially different conclusions about what the value of the asset actually is. Moreover, we were also told that an independent audit firm could potentially uphold both conclusions as legitimate under GAAP, despite the superficial contradiction.
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2 The aim of the 2008 and 2009 SSG reports was, in part, to directly address this link between institutional risk and systemic risk.

3 “Level 3 inputs” are unobservable inputs that correspond to assumptions made by a reporting institution concerning the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing an asset. See discussion in the appendix on the hierarchy of inputs to fair value measurement, as specified in GAAP per ASC 820.
Another interview respondent told us that oversight for mark-to-model approaches in FVA frequently involves auditors who are substantially less familiar with the models and their underlying assumptions than are the institutions that develop them: a result that implicitly contributes to weaker audit oversight, and (perhaps) to greater pressure on audit firms to approve the values provided by the institutions. Still another interview respondent with a professional background both in accounting and bank supervision told us that, in his opinion, fair value information contained in the footnotes to financial statements often receives less effective oversight and scrutiny through audit than does similar information presented in the financial statements themselves. Although this point was disputed by other accounting professionals we spoke with, if true it would represent another factor that might reduce confidence in model-based valuations embedded in financial disclosures in some instances.

With regard to HCA, we were told about a different set of problems that auditors sometimes face in reviewing valuations, specifically for banks and financial institutions. In particular, it was pointed out that accounting for other-than-temporary impairments under HCA often involves the exercise of considerable subjective judgment on the part of an institution. One interview respondent observed to us that it is not uncommon for banks to underestimate or understate the extent of other-than-temporary impairment of HCA assets on their books, even without any intent to deceive on their part. Another respondent observed that bank examinations that take place after institutions become insolvent almost invariably reveal a substantial understatement of actual other-than-temporary impairments to assets, concealed by the use of unadjusted historical costs on an institution’s financial statements. A third person suggested that accounting for other-than-temporary impairments under an HCA framework represents another area that can be challenging for audit oversight, in much the same way as does FVA involving non-market-traded assets, and for the same reason: Both involve reviewing the reasonableness of the valuation methods and judgments of institutions. In the HCA context, such audit oversight can involve second-guessing the assumptions and model inputs used to determine whether, and to what degree, any observed impairment in asset value really is nontemporary.

In sum, the integrity of the audit process is vital to the quality of both FVA and HCA financial information, and both valuation approaches can pose serious challenges on the audit side. For FVA, those problems manifest most strongly in connection with assets valued by model and with level 3 inputs. And although that probably represents only a small fraction of all instances in which FVA is used under ordinary circumstances, in a situation where acute liquidity pricing arguably obtains, the problems potentially become much larger, and the
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4 With regard to the use of FVA in footnotes to financial statements, see ASC 825, “Financial Instruments” (FASB, no date-a; formerly codified at SFAS 107, “Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments”), which requires the disclosure of the fair value of financial instruments for which it is practical to do so, either in the body of financial statements or in the notes. The impact of ASC 825 is to require fair value disclosures in the notes to financial statements for a range of instruments where fair value is not otherwise required in the body of the financial statements.

5 E.g., the SEC’s empirical review of financial statements from 50 major financial services firms suggested that as of the end of the first quarter of 2008, less than 10 percent of the fair-valued assets of large firms, and less than 5 percent of the fair-valued assets of smaller firms, involved the use of level 3 inputs or assumptions to determine value. See SEC (2008), p. 63.

6 Again, recall the accounting guidance from SFAS 157-4 in 2009, and its ambiguous instructions suggesting that where liquid markets for an asset have dried up, adjustments to market prices or a model-based approach may be necessary in order to figure out what fair value in an orderly transaction would truly be. Note that the current fair value standard is codified...
audit challenges may grow at precisely the time when we would most want audit oversight to be robust. For HCA, the problems tend to manifest around accounting for non-temporary impairment and determinations about what truly is “other than temporary” for this purpose. For both FVA and HCA, the limits of audit as a quality-control device suggest corresponding limits in the quality of accounting information, and in the confidence that can be placed in financial statements by outside users and stakeholders.

Valuation Problems Posed by Complex Financial Institutions and Transactions

Another problem noted in connection with FVA and HCA is the potential for the combination of the two approaches to reduce financial transparency or to create new accounting or risk problems, in a way that goes beyond the application of either approach to value taken in isolation. One paradigmatic case involves a complex financial institution that includes multiple business units, some of which engage in asset trading businesses that use FVA to update prices and to appraise risk, and others of which engage in holding assets as long-term investments that are valued at historical cost. For an enterprise that includes both of these sorts of business units, and in which similar assets can be held in both places but subject to different forms of accounting treatment, the results can be both complex and perverse. One of our interview respondents suggested that a financial services firm that mixes its business in this way can sometimes become subject to an exotic, internal asset accumulation problem, such that its fair value business unit may seek to liquidate an asset by moving it within the firm to the historical cost unit, which then disregards the eroding market price as irrelevant to determining the asset’s long-term value. In principle, strong internal controls, risk assessment procedures, and consistent valuation practices ought to help protect firms from this problem. But our respondent observed that even within firms, financial risk tends to flow to wherever oversight practices are least rigorous, and therefore that this kind of problem represents a serious concern for large and complicated financial services entities.

Another interview respondent pointed out a second paradigmatic case of mixing FVA and HCA, in which two independent entities engage in a business transaction that simultaneously involves some aspects dealt with under fair value, and others under historic cost: say, an arrangement that includes the purchase of consulting or investment banking services for cash, and a simultaneous secured loan agreement or asset sale that involves a separate contractual exchange between the counterparties. In this vein, our respondent described to us a series of hypothetical transactions by which an institution might manipulate the use of fair value and historical cost in its own financial statements in order to maximize asset values being recorded at historical cost while reducing the footprint of risk that is subject to fair value disclosure (possibly by moving some aspects of the transaction off the balance sheet). More broadly, our respondent suggested that financial services transactions can sometimes be structured in ways to obtain favorable accounting treatment under FVA and HCA, in much the same way that transactions are often structured in order to obtain favorable tax treatment. The concern with mixed FVA and HCA transactions involves the potential for complex dealings that are primar-
ily designed simply to evade FVA disclosures that would otherwise apply, and to conceal institutional risks that otherwise would be transparent to investors.7

Two related points are worth bearing in mind. The first is that combination of FVA and HCA in a mixed-model accounting framework sometimes can create a potential for financial gamesmanship and fraud, going beyond the risks inherent to either of FVA or HCA taken alone. Second, the combination of the two accounting approaches has important institutional risk management and arbitrage implications to it, which again go beyond the risks associated with either valuation approach viewed in isolation.

When Is a Liquidation Event Relevant to Determining Asset Value?

A central concept that runs through much of the debate over FVA and HCA is liquidation. Under the FVA approach, the value for an asset is ideally determined by a liquidation price in the market—i.e., What could the owner of the asset obtain today, if he or she actually sold it? This is simple and intuitive with regard to assets that actually are traded in the ordinary course of business, and to institutions that typically hold them. The concept of liquidation becomes more complicated, though, as applied to assets that aren’t typically traded and that are more commonly held as long-term investments. As some commentators have pointed out, the liquidation value of a long-term asset can still be a very relevant consideration in understanding the financial position of a firm, since it tells you what the firm would realize if it suddenly had a liquidity crunch and found that it needed to sell the asset immediately to raise cash.8 On the other hand, other commentators have been equally assertive in offering the opposite perspective, which is that a going-concern business that holds investments for the long-term ordinarily won’t liquidate those investments in the short run, and particularly so if there is any reason to believe that current market prices represent a departure from the fundamental value of the assets. Consequently, it is argued, fair value based on the current price for liquidating assets in the market is misleading with regard to understanding the true value of the firm’s assets.

As we discussed in Chapter Two, institutional business models and investment time horizons are often viewed as having some relevance in determining the appropriateness of FVA versus HCA accounting standards. But there is an additional subtlety to the argument that is easily overlooked. The time frame for liquidating an asset is a key criterion in determining what the value of that asset will be when sold. Likewise, the time frame for liquidating a firm is a key criterion in determining what the value of the firm’s assets will be when sold. A firm-level liquidation event, by definition, pins down the value of all assets as of a specific date, because liquidation means that the assets need to be sold then.9 Once a liquidation event is triggered, it

7 In a somewhat related vein, it is also worth noting that the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) responded to the 2008 financial crisis by amending IFRS fair value standards, to facilitate the reclassification of assets from fair value to hold-to-maturity under specified circumstances. See discussion in Renders (2009). Here again, to the extent that assets can be moved between FVA and HCA treatment based on exigent circumstances and shifting investor intent, then concerns may arise about accounting transparency and the potential for related manipulation and arbitrage problems.

8 In this context, by “liquidity crunch” we mean a sudden and unforeseen shortage in cash available on hand within the institution. The potential for an abrupt liquidity crunch is always a concern in depository institutions, such as banks, since depositors are entitled to withdraw their money at any time in the ordinary course of business.

9 Of course, the process of actually working through an institutional bankruptcy, and of liquidating related assets, takes significant time to carry out. Consequently, it may be more accurate to think of a firm-level liquidation event as a limited
no longer matters whether liquidity pricing obtains for an asset—the asset has to be sold, and whatever the market price on that date is, that’s the value that the asset will have in liquidation.

The strength of HCA as a valuation method for bank assets is that it recognizes the typical going-concern assumption for banks—i.e., that the institution will not go bankrupt in the ordinary course of business, and therefore, day-to-day fluctuations in market prices for assets may not be the best proxy for long-term value. Unfortunately, that is also a major weakness of the HCA approach. From time to time, banks do become insolvent, and then even those assets that they intended to hold as long-term investments have to be liquidated. As soon as that happens (or becomes a significant risk), the liquidation price for assets immediately becomes highly relevant for understanding the true value of a bank in distress. Several respondents in our interviews pointed this discontinuity out, and noted that the HCA valuation approach embodies a going-concern assumption for banks, while ignoring the possibility of insolvency and a forced liquidation event. For that reason, it was suggested, HCA will often systematically overestimate the true value of a bank’s assets, even after making appropriate adjustments for other-than-temporary impairment.\(^{10}\)

The people we spoke to in interviews expressed a range of different opinions about how best to deal with this kind of liquidation problem, for purposes of valuation accounting. Some felt that both historical cost and fair value disclosures should be provided in bank financial statements, so that both types of information are available to investors. Others noted that an independent assessment of institutional solvency (and liquidation risk) partly depends on a range of nonfinancial disclosures made by banks. Still others favored the idea that FVA disclosures offer the best estimate of what assets are worth in liquidation, and therefore provide an appropriately conservative yardstick for gauging firm value. None of these arguments is conclusive, and they focus more directly on institutional risk than on systemic risk. Nevertheless, this issue serves to underline the relevance of liquidation events and of acute episodes of institutional crisis as points of discontinuity in figuring out which accounting standard may be most relevant for valuing assets. When a bank faces the danger of insolvency, the most appropriate method for valuing its assets may sometimes abruptly shift from HCA to FVA. In turn (and as we discussed in Chapter Five), a similar set of concerns about the relevance and appropriateness of liquidation values can also apply when regulators intervene to manage systemic risk across institutions, particularly in the context of an acute financial crisis.

### Endogeneity in Asset Valuation as a Reflection of Market Power

Another important assumption relating to the application of FVA is the notion that asset prices observed in the market are, in some basic sense, independent of the behavior of any particular institution (or person) that might make the observation. When an FVA price really is based on a quotation for the same asset in a liquid market, that implies that the observation of the window in time, rather than as single date, during which assets will have to be sold and their values determined by whatever the going price is during that window.

\(^{10}\) Note that HCA valuation of a bank’s assets may either overestimate or underestimate the value of those assets in a forced liquidation. Overestimates are likely to occur whenever appropriate adjustments for nontemporary impairment have not been made to asset values. By contrast, underestimates may sometimes occur as well, particularly when asset values have appreciated in the market in a manner not adjusted for under HCA.
price is objective and that it hasn’t been subject to outside influence or manipulation by any individual firm or market participant. In turn, prices generated by liquid markets are typically believed to reflect the fundamental value of assets (more or less), based on the sum of best available information about those assets, at that time, to all market participants. But what happens when those assumptions about market pricing are violated, and when an institution that seeks to determine an asset price, or to buy or sell an asset, also exercises significant influence over the observed price through its own actions in the marketplace?

One of the implications of illiquidity for an asset is that there are not a sufficient number of buyers and sellers to establish a market-clearing price. Often this situation arises when there are only a handful of institutional participants who either own, or have the means and interest to acquire, a particular asset. Whenever ownership of a financial asset is concentrated in the hands of only a few players, those players may have a disproportionate effect on price, through their own activities in buying or selling. In one hypothetical extreme, an institution with highly concentrated ownership may be able deliberately to manipulate observed prices for the asset, through its own choices about whether to sell it and in what quantity. In another extreme case, a player with equally concentrated ownership may find itself unable to sell assets in the quantity that it desires, because to do so would markedly impact the supply of the asset in the market and, consequently, the price at which supply and demand will equilibrate. These situations of concentrated ownership also raise the likelihood that institutional choices about whether or not to sell assets may sometimes be driven more by concerns about managing valuation, and avoiding deleterious mark downs to assets on the balance sheet, than by underlying concerns about the risk and fundamental value of the assets.11

More than one of the interview respondents we spoke with mentioned market power and concentrated asset ownership as potential challenges that can sometimes undercut FVA approaches to pricing, particularly for exotic and illiquid assets. Although this is not a general problem for FVA, it can nevertheless be a serious problem for generating objective “market” prices when it does arise. More broadly, this problem serves as a reminder that FVA prices, even when they do derive from orderly transactions in liquid markets, are not independent of the behavior of buyers and sellers. The correspondence of FVA prices to fundamental value for assets12 depends on a series of assumptions about the efficient operation of markets, the nature of market participants, and the information available to them. Again, one of the important assumptions here is that ownership of an asset is sufficiently dispersed so that no one market participant winds up with the power to establish or move prices through its own behavior in buying and selling.

Concluding Observations

In this chapter, we reviewed a series of major issues pertaining to FVA and HCA implementation that were raised in our interviews and that go to the quality of information that each valu-
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11 The hypothetical cases described above are not really that “extreme” in the real world—the situation of concentrated market power and of endogenous asset pricing occurs whenever financial markets are thin and only a handful of institutional owners are involved in buying and selling a particular category of assets.

12 Again, the “fundamental value” of an asset notionally corresponds to the discounted present value of the future stream of payments associated with that asset, adjusted to reflect any other than temporary impairment.
ation approach generates. These issues illustrate the challenge involved in implementing either of FVA or HCA well, together with some of the limiting assumptions connected with each approach. Neither FVA nor HCA operates in a vacuum; both approaches depend on support from corporate controls and outside factors (such as independent audit and regulatory oversight) in order to generate good financial information; and both may be important to effective institutional risk management, such that stronger valuation practices and controls may help to safeguard institutions against risk. In a different vein, the observation that FVA may sometimes be subject to an endogeneity and market-power problem, while HCA may sometimes be subject to a problem involving the timing of unanticipated liquidation events, once again underlines that both approaches to valuation involve their own weaknesses and assumptions and that neither is likely to be perfect in the financial information that it generates. How do these various issues relate back to the problems of systemic risk, risk accumulation, and risk contagion? First, systemic risk frequently originates from, or is triggered by, institutional risk. Thus, it follows that weaknesses in FVA and HCA that contribute to institutional risk have the potential to contribute to or exacerbate systemic risk as well. Another part of the answer is that the informational quality of FVA and HCA financial statements is potentially of great importance to prudential and systemic risk regulators, just as much as it is to investors. When the quality of information contained in financial statements is poor or distorted, then regulators too may be impaired in assessing risk and responding to it effectively. A third and related point is the basic observation that regardless of which valuation approach applies (FVA or HCA), there may be an important distinction to draw between institutions that pursue that approach well, versus those that do so poorly or ineffectively. These distinctions in the fidelity of valuation, too, could sometimes have systemic implications and impact, as by undercutting market confidence in the meaningfulness of accounting information or by contributing to episodes of liquidity pricing.

Some of these considerations spotlight corresponding leverage points that might be useful for improving the fidelity of the asset valuation process and, consequently, for reducing risk to the financial system. Strengthening institutional management, governance, and risk oversight processes as these pertain to valuation is an obvious place to start. In a similar vein, finding new ways to strengthen and support independent audit could also help to improve the quality of FVA and HCA information, at least in principle. On a somewhat different note, the oversight of prudential regulators in examining FVA and HCA information offers another possible lever for strengthening the valuation process. As one of our interview respondents noted, the prudential regulators are in a unique position to do “horizontal oversight,” comparing model assumptions and asset values across institutions while looking for and investigating outliers. It was suggested that the Federal Reserve’s Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) operated, at least in part, in a similar way, by imposing common assumptions and requirements during a review of asset and portfolio values. The arguable result of SCAP was to help restore market confidence in the solvency and meaningfulness of accounting disclosures of large institutions, and thereby to help thaw some of the 2008 freeze-up in financial market liquidity.

Because the issues we describe in this chapter offer further insights into how FVA and HCA work in practice, those insights may be very relevant for thinking about policy, and for strengthening the accounting standards and supporting regulatory mechanisms, in order to reinforce the quality of financial information and risk oversight. We expand on this point in the final chapter of this report.
FVA and HCA represent two basic accounting approaches to capturing information about the value of assets. In this report, we examined the long-standing debate over the relative merits of these two approaches and their contributions to risk in the financial system. More specifically, we sought to address two questions:

1. What is the relationship between accounting standards (FVA and HCA) and “systemic risk” (i.e., the contagion of financial risk across institutions, with the potential to destabilize the entire financial system)?
2. What kinds of regulatory, governance, and accounting standards options might policymakers consider to respond to concerns about systemic risk?

Key Findings

We conclude that policymakers concerned with systemic risk in the wake of the 2008 crisis have at times been preoccupied with the wrong set of questions about FVA. In our view, whether FVA caused the 2008 crisis and whether FVA or HCA is a “better” accounting approach are not the most useful questions to focus on. Based on our reading of the available empirical evidence, we conclude that FVA was probably not the primary driver of the 2008 crisis, nor does the history of the crisis comport well with the theory of an FVA-induced, procyclicality spiral of asset sales and markdowns, culminating in widespread bank insolvencies. Meanwhile, the long-running debate over whether one of FVA or HCA is objectively “better” is also likely to be a canard for policymakers whose practical concern is strengthening the financial system against systemic risk.

Based on our review, what seems most clear is that both FVA and HCA can produce useful information, that both approaches can be vulnerable to producing misinformation when not applied rigorously, and that both are capable of contributing to systemic risk under some circumstances. In order to generate high-quality financial information, both approaches depend on rigorous implementation, strong support from governance and controls within financial institutions, and on meaningful oversight through independent audit and regulatory processes. When those supports are weak and the quality of accounting information generated is poor, then both of FVA and HCA can contribute to the accumulation of institutional risk and to various channels for contagion and systemic risk across the financial sector.

Given the foregoing, the key question for policymakers to focus on, with regard to accounting standards and systemic risk is as follows: How can FVA and HCA, and the finan-
cial information that both methods generate, be improved to better protect against systemic risk to the banking sector in the future? Or, to put in another way, what are some policy options for helping to strengthen the quality of FVA and HCA information to improve prudential oversight and to guard against related systemic risks going forward?

Despite Their Differences, FVA and HCA Also Enjoy Some Underlying Similarities

FVA and HCA involve fundamentally different approaches to valuing assets: The former is most often based on the observed clearing price for an asset in an active market, while the latter is based on the original acquisition price for the asset (as adjusted for nontemporary impairment, if applicable). Interestingly, though, FVA and HCA valuations of financial assets in many circumstances should come close to approximating each other. In particular, FVA and HCA generally should produce the same value for an asset on the initial date when it is acquired. Moreover, if we imagine an ideal world in which FVA and HCA methods are perfect (where FVA really does reflect objective prices in orderly markets, there is no liquidity pricing, HCA is flawless in capturing instances of other-than-temporary impairment, etc.), then the asset values produced by the two methods should continue to approximate each other, and both should correspond to the fundamental value of the asset (i.e., discounted present value of future stream of payments). Setting aside the possibility for unanticipated but real appreciation in an asset, the primary difference between idealized FVA and HCA practice involves transient liquidity effects. FVA in principle captures those effects through market prices, while HCA does not. In the real world, however, both approaches struggle in dealing with liquidity effects. FVA struggles (in part) because episodes of acute market illiquidity raise basic questions about how FVA prices are supposed to be calculated, while HCA struggles because accounting for other-than-temporary impairment presumes that there is an objective way to distinguish between (transient) liquidity risks and (permanent) credit risks. Some element of subjectivity and judgment is difficult to avoid under either accounting approach, when operating in the shadow of liquidity pricing.

One obvious question that this invites is, How can either accounting approach be strengthened to minimize the extent to which it departs from its idealized assumptions? Conceptually, the answer lies at least partly in improving the transparency of valuation practices and methods, in strengthening the institutional processes that give rise to asset valuation, and in reinforcing related control mechanisms, regardless of whether FVA or HCA is the applicable accounting approach. Several of our conversations with stakeholders involved suggestions along these lines. Both accounting approaches are capable of contributing to risk accumulation and contagion problems when they are not practiced in a rigorous way, or when they are compromised by internal conflicts of interest within any given institution. Put another way, both FVA and HCA will always struggle in dealing with liquidity problems. But in principle, each approach can be made more transparent and more robust, consistent with its own basic assumptions. Doing so could broadly help to improve the quality of financial disclosures and statements, and to support more effective risk monitoring and risk management within and across financial institutions.
Moving Beyond the FVA-HCA Debate

From the standpoint of defending against systemic risk in the financial sector, one basic insight about FVA and HCA is that the accounting standards have effects on various stakeholder groups that have little or nothing to do with considerations of systemic risk. Many of the long-standing arguments back and forth about the merits of FVA and HCA are driven by other concerns, ranging from the protection of investors, to the supply of useful information to prudential regulators, to the burdensomeness and cost-effectiveness of accounting requirements for financial institutions and the corporate community. Those various other concerns are important in their own right, and relevant context for understanding the accounting standards, but nevertheless peripheral to questions about systemic risk. In a related vein, it is also worth noting that at least some of the historical debates over FVA and HCA have had the quality of people arguing past each other, rather than directly with each other. In our own interviewing, we initially heard advocates on both sides of the ideological spectrum take strongly opposing positions about the merits and drawbacks of FVA. But when we dug deeper, advocates on both sides acknowledged that each of FVA and HCA could be appropriate and useful in some circumstances. It gradually became clear to us that at least some of the debate (on both sides) tends to involve straw man–type arguments. In particular, some of the most polarized arguments against FVA seemed far more directed against expanding the scope of FVA to cover traditional bank loans, rather than against FVA as an idealized accounting concept, or as it might be applied in a range of other circumstances.

A second basic insight concerning both FVA and HCA is that the information generated by each of the approaches is often imperfect. Both approaches have drawbacks and vulnerabilities; in consequence, users of financial statements that depend on FVA and HCA will always need to qualify their interpretation of those statements, based on their level of confidence in underlying valuation practices. There are several important corollaries to this insight. One is that investors (as well as regulators and other users) will sometimes find themselves making decisions based on imperfect information about asset values, regardless of whether FVA or HCA methods are employed. A second corollary is that the behavior of all market participants needs to be understood in light of the reality of imperfect information: In some extreme circumstances, as during the height of the financial crisis, lack of confidence in accounting information can itself become a driver of market behavior (i.e., panic). A third corollary is that revisions to accounting standards and practices that help to boost confidence in asset valuation, as by making it easier for the users of financial statements to assess the strength of underlying valuation methods, can be an important avenue for empowering investors and others, and for protecting broadly against risk. We return to this point in the policy options that we lay out below.

Prudential Regulation Is a Linchpin That Connects Valuation Approaches with Systemic Risk

A key implication for systemic risk in the financial sector is that the combination of asset valuation, taken together with prudential regulation, is likely more important to the genesis of risk than is either of the valuation accounting approaches (FVA or HCA) when considered by itself. The liquidity pricing models for FVA-based risk contagion typically postulate that banks are
compelled to sell devalued assets by virtue of regulatory capital requirements, thereby inducing a positive feedback loop of devaluation to destruction. Meanwhile, the story of sectoral risk accumulation under HCA also involves an element of regulatory oversight, both in the failure to detect unreported asset impairments among institutions in the lead-up to crisis, and then in active regulatory intervention afterward to help financial institutions recover and restructure themselves. In both cases, the role of prudential regulators in monitoring accounting information, applying capital requirements, overseeing financial institutions, and (at times) injecting liquidity is crucial to the manifestation of systemic risk in the banking sector. In sum, it's difficult even to talk about the systemic impact of FVA and HCA without simultaneously alluding to the use of related information by regulators in the oversight of banks.

Another key implication involves the fact that prudential and systemic-risk regulators depend on high-quality financial information about institutions, every bit as much as do investors. The limits of transparency in GAAP financial statements, and the vulnerabilities of FVA and HCA to generating misleading information, have the potential to undermine regulators, much as they do the investor community. Here again, the same point applies both to FVA and HCA information contained in bank financial statements. Better recognition of the limits and weaknesses of valuation, and the development of new strategies and techniques to address those weaknesses, follow as logical priorities for regulators in improving their capability to anticipate and respond to systemic risk. Notably, the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) “stress test” of U.S. banking institutions in the wake of the 2008 crisis can arguably be construed in much the same light: namely, as a forward-looking effort to take available information on institutional solvency and the value of assets, and subject it to a rigorous review based on explicitly pessimistic assumptions about the manifestation of future risks and impairments.

**Conclusion and Policy Options**

In sum, the question of whether FVA was the primary driver of the financial crisis of 2008 is probably not the most important question for policymakers and standard-setters to consider. Instead, the more focal question involves how both approaches to asset valuation (FVA and HCA) can be strengthened, in conjunction with prudential oversight mechanisms, to better protect against eruptions of systemic risk in the banking sector in the future. By implication, policymakers might think about a range of different options for reforms in institutional practice, accounting standards, and prudential oversight that could help to support that end. Based on our findings in this report, we offer here several related options for policymakers to consider, as avenues with the potential to fortify FVA and HCA information and disclosures, and/or the use of that information in prudential regulation and systemic-risk oversight. We offer these options not as a canonical set of recommendations for eliminating systemic risk associated with the accounting standards, but instead as a set of illustrative leverage points that could help in strengthening the system. In the list that follows, we break these options down into the categories of institutional governance, accounting standard setting, and prudential regulation.

**Governance**

- **Policymakers should consider new steps to strengthen institutional governance and control mechanisms that in turn support higher-quality FVA and HCA practice within financial**
firms. Poor-quality valuation processes were associated with poorer institutional outcomes during the crisis and with various antecedent problems in institutional risk management, oversight, and conflict of interest. The fidelity of accounting information is unlikely to exceed the quality of whatever institutional process generates it. Stronger regulatory guidance and oversight protecting the integrity of the valuation process, and of the management and corporate governance framework that supports it, could help to improve the quality of both FVA and HCA information, and thereby safeguard against risk accumulation and contagion among financial firms.

- Policymakers could strengthen FVA and HCA approaches to valuation by improving audit oversight in connection with both approaches. To the extent that auditors face significant challenges in providing rigorous oversight for mark-to-model valuations under FVA, and for the evaluation of other-than-temporary impairments under HCA, policymakers ought to consider ways to strengthen and better support auditors in performing that oversight. We were told that auditors sometimes lack the expertise and resources to fully probe the validity of mark-to-model approaches to valuation, and additionally that the relationship between auditors and their institutional clients can sometimes put further strain on this kind of oversight. The independent audit function is a crucial ancillary support element for making GAAP standards work in practice; to the extent that audit oversight falls short, then the adequacy of financial disclosures may likely be compromised as a result.

Standard Setting

- Policymakers should consider tightening GAAP standards in connection with both FVA and HCA, to improve the quality of information provided about the impact of liquidity pricing on each valuation approach. Given that problems with the two approaches tend to arise in the context of liquidity pricing and in accounting for other-than-temporary impairment, it follows that more explicit guidelines for dealing with these problems under the standards might be helpful in producing more consistent financial disclosures. In particular, stronger guidance might help to better specify the conditions under which liquidity pricing contingencies should apply; what disclosures and evidence are required to support those contingencies in the financial statements; and once given those contingencies, what level of detail in disclosure is required concerning the mechanics of valuation for either approach in financial statements.

- Policymakers should clarify whether financial statements really are required to disclose sufficient detail about FVA mechanics to allow users of financial statements to reconstruct and assess the details of valuation models for themselves. Current GAAP standards under ASC 820 do seem to require this level of disclosure in connection with mark-to-model valuations and level 3 inputs, but a cursory review of actual fair value disclosures in bank financial statements makes it far less clear what’s actually required in practice here. The underlying question posed here is, what do the readers of financial statements really need to know in order to independently assess the quality of fair value disclosures embedded in the statements? And what is the optimal level of detail to include in such disclosures, sufficient to support readers of financial statements in this way, without overwhelming them in superfluous detail?

- Policymakers should consider developing or adding metrics of valuation robustness to augment standard financial disclosures under GAAP. One way to build on existing FVA and HCA
disclosures in financial statements would be to develop better metrics to rate the quality of valuation processes and the data that flow from them. Existing value-at-risk (VaR) based calculations offer one avenue for such a robustness metric, by seeking to quantify the magnitude of observable variation around a point estimate of fair value for an asset portfolio. Complementary metrics might be developed to focus on the quality of the institutional controls and governance that support the valuation process; or on the quality and recency of any reference market prices used in FVA; or on the quality of particular modeling approaches to valuation, based on model sensitivity to changes in underlying parameters, together with any anchoring empirical evidence describing observable variation in those parameters in practice. Further research would need to be done both to validate and make transparent any such robustness metrics in the future.

- **Policymakers and standard-setters should consider adding disclosure requirements to address situations in which market power and other forms of price endogeneity are likely to influence FVA observed market values.** In particular, when the holder of an asset has concentrated ownership and faces a thin market for selling it, then the holder’s own choices about whether or not to sell may substantially affect both the supply and market price of the asset. Under those conditions, the potential for deliberate manipulation of FVA prices, or for unintended liquidity effects on price associated with the decision to sell assets, is heightened. These kinds of concerns could be made directly transparent to the users of financial statements, given basic disclosures describing the extent to which concentrated ownership of an asset (or of a relevant category of assets) applies on the part of the institutional holder.

**Prudential Regulation**

- **Regulators should consider, when strengthening regulatory capital requirements, the potential for perverse asset valuation and institutional governance effects.** The aim in strengthening institutional capital requirements (as under Basel III) is typically to help make banks stronger and more resilient to shocks. For that aim to be met, however, banks actually need to fulfill the more rigorous requirements. To the extent that asset valuation practices are unreliable, opaque, and/or subject to distortion, it may be difficult for outsiders to know how well the strengthened requirements are truly being met. Moreover, where stronger capital requirements are difficult for institutions to meet, that could create pressure for distortion or less rigor in valuation accounting as a way to circumvent capital requirements. Consequently, policymakers should recognize the potential for perverse incentives and the importance of ensuring robust valuation and related institutional safeguards, in order for stronger regulatory capital requirements to achieve their desired effect.

- **Regulators should evaluate whether asset risk-weighting in bank capital requirements has the potential to contribute to perverse risk effects and contagion, in connection with FVA.** The calculation of the ratio of Tier 1 capital\(^1\) to risk-weighted assets favors some categories of assets (e.g., cash) over others (e.g., bank loans) in determining whether regulatory capital requirements are met. One area for concern in systemic oversight is the possibility that risk-weighting of assets might sometimes create an incentive for banks to preferentially liquidate an asset valued with FVA over alternative categories of non-FVA assets, at a

\(^1\) By “Tier 1 capital,” we refer to the common stock of a bank, plus its retained earnings.
time when doing so magnifies the likelihood of procyclicality, erosion in asset value, and spreading weakness to the regulatory capital of other institutions. By developing new and better ways to quantify any related risks of contagion, regulators might help to strengthen their own oversight and to reduce systemic risk.

- **Prudential regulators should consider playing a more prominent role in vetting asset valuation practice at large institutions.** The prudential regulators are a key stakeholder group in using FVA and HCA information for risk oversight, and they also occupy a unique position in having influence over, and visibility into, multiple financial institutions at the same time. As illustrated by the 2009 Supervisory Capital Assessment Program, regulatory oversight can be used to investigate and help buttress the fidelity of valuation across institutions, while imposing some common baseline assumptions on related practice. Regulators should consider whether and how prudential oversight of institutional valuation practice might be improved in support of better valuation and risk management processes within financial firms.
To understand the recent policy debates over FVA and HCA and their relationship to systemic risk, it is important to understand the broad landscape of GAAP financial accounting, the authority by which GAAP principles are formulated, and the anatomy of FVA and HCA as outlined under GAAP.

**Who Determines GAAP Standards? The Role of FASB**

In the United States, the SEC has statutory authority to establish financial accounting and reporting standards for publicly held companies under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Pub. L. 73-291). Since 1973, the SEC has delegated that authority to the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). FASB is an independent, nongovernmental organization that operates to “establish and improve standards of financial accounting and reporting for non-governmental entities.” FASB maintains a formal codification of GAAP, which serves as the authoritative source of information on applicable accounting and reporting standards in the United States. Although FASB is not itself a government agency and does not follow the requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act (Pub L. 79-404) in promulgating new accounting rules, FASB does have its own formal process for setting new standards. That process includes both analysis and research by its own staff of accounting experts, multiple opportunities for public comment and discussion in connection with proposed revisions to GAAP, and formal deliberations by the FASB itself.

FASB functions as the guardian of robust accounting standards and meaningful financial disclosures for business enterprises throughout the United States. Although FASB operates under authority delegated by the federal government, it is nevertheless an independent organization, and one dedicated to “objectively consider[ing] all stakeholder views” in formulating new accounting policies.\(^1\) The independence and nonpartisanship of FASB is one of its core institutional values, much in line with the integrity of the “decision-useful” financial reports and investor information that the organization seeks to promote. Occasionally, the independence of FASB has also been raised as a point of criticism, when FASB has been involved in making controversial decisions about accounting standards.\(^2\)

GAAP standards as codified by FASB notably represent an important element in the framework for securities regulation in the United States. In particular, the SEC requires that

---

\(^1\) See FASB (no date-b).

\(^2\) See, e.g., Isaac (2009).
all companies publicly traded on a U.S. stock exchange must file quarterly financial statements prepared consistent with GAAP standards. Thus, even though GAAP does not have the force of law in itself, it is nevertheless accepted as authority within the accounting profession and imposed on public companies through the requirements of U.S. securities laws.

What Are Fair Value and Historical Cost Accounting, and When Does Each Apply?

In simplest form, FVA involves the periodic practice of valuing an asset at the price for which it could be sold on the open market, regardless of how much it cost when purchased. By contrast, the HCA approach involves valuing an asset based on its purchase price, less subsequent depreciation and/or impairment. Both sets of accounting standards involve considerable subtlety in practice.

GAAP standards lay out the answers to two basic questions about FVA: (1) When do firms need to use FVA in preparing their financial statements? (2) Assuming that FVA applies, how are firms supposed to compute it?

The question of when FVA applies, particularly in the valuation of financial assets, is dealt with through a series of GAAP standards that identify the types of assets to which FVA applies and the conditions under which it does so. Pursuant to GAAP, FVA is applied to equity securities in most circumstances, to debt securities not purchased with the intent to hold to maturity, to derivatives, and to some (but not all) securitized assets.3 Under GAAP, the authority that specifically determines when FVA applies is spread through scattered provisions of the codified accounting standards. Broadly speaking under GAAP, in most asset valuation situations in which FVA does not apply to valuing assets, some version of HCA does instead.4

How Does Fair Value Accounting Work Under GAAP, and What Does It Require?

Under GAAP, the question of how to do FVA computations is dealt with under the authority of ASC 820, “Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures” (formerly codified at SFAS 157). The basic provisions of the standard were initially released in 2006, and they require that fair value measurements in accounting statements conform to a standard definition and methodology. ASC 820 establishes a common framework for developing fair value estimates and requires expanded financial statement disclosures concerning the assumptions that get built into those estimates. According to the terms of ASC 820, fair value is formally defined as “the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.”

3 See generally ASC 320 (“Investments—Debt and Equity Securities,” formerly codified at FAS 115); ASC 815 (“Derivatives and Hedging,” formerly codified at SFAS 133); and ASC 825 (“Financial Instruments,” formerly codified at SFAS 159).

4 To clarify, FASB standards defining GAAP do not seek to exhaustively enumerate all the specific situations where HCA applies. Instead, an HCA approach is implicitly built into many parts of GAAP by default, where FVA or some other valuation approach is not specified instead.
Although FVA is fundamentally defined in terms of the exit price for an asset in an orderly market transaction, many assets potentially subject to FVA treatment under GAAP are not, in fact, exchange-traded. In such instances, it may be difficult or impossible to determine valuation by reference to objective price quotes from an exchange. ASC 820 contemplates this problem in detail and establishes a hierarchy of types of fair value measurement, based on the extent to which the inputs to valuation are observable in the market. Thus, ranked in order from the most to the least observable valuation:

- Level 1 inputs to FVA are “quoted prices from transactions or dealers in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.” Level 1 inputs are directly observable.
- Level 2 corresponds to inputs that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly (other than level 1 quoted prices). Level 2 assets include quoted prices for similar (but not identical) assets or liabilities in active markets; quoted prices for identical assets but in inactive markets; and market-corroborated or observed inputs pertinent to valuation, other than quoted market prices.
- Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs that “reflect the reporting entity’s own assumptions about the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing an asset or liability.” Level 3 inputs are not observable.

Per ASC 820, the valuation techniques used in establishing fair value in any given instance are supposed “to maximize the use of observable inputs, and minimize the use of unobservable inputs.” Based on the foregoing, FVA-derived valuations can sometimes be based on highly observable and objective inputs (“mark-to-market”), and sometimes on much more subjective assumptions and unobservable inputs (pejoratively referred to as “mark-to-model”), depending on where in the valuation hierarchy the best available inputs come from.

When the 2008 economic crisis hit, constituents asked FASB for immediate guidance in helping them determine whether or not a market is active, and whether or not a transaction is distressed, for purposes of applying FVA techniques. As a result, FASB at the time issued several additional staff position documents to provide further clarification. The first position (FSP 157-4) helped to address the circumstances of an acutely inactive or illiquid market and allowed firms to depart from observable market prices and to make appropriately adjusted fair value estimates given an acute eruption of market illiquidity. Complementary guidance was simultaneously issued by FASB to address ambiguities in impairment accounting given similar illiquidity for securities either held-to-maturity or available for sale.

How Does Historical Cost Accounting, and Impairment, Work Under GAAP?

HCA records items on the balance sheet using the original amount paid for the asset, less subsequent depreciation. HCA asset valuations are adjusted downward for amortization and for observed instances of other-than-temporary impairment (i.e., when nontransient losses are observed in the fair value of an asset). HCA values are not ordinarily adjusted to reflect unrealized appreciation or increases in asset values over time. Note that determining whether impairment of asset values under HCA is truly “other than temporary” frequently involves an exercise of judgment on the part of a reporting firm or entity. Once having determined that an impairment applies, the mechanics of impairment accounting under HCA may also vary by asset.
category, and in some instances involve marking down to fair value as the new cost basis (e.g., for hold-to-maturity securities), and in others marking down the asset to reflect probable credit losses (e.g., for hold-for-investment loans).

In Practice, Many Institutional Balance Sheets Reflect a Mixture of HCA and FVA Practices and Assets Under GAAP

Consistent with the foregoing and according to current accounting standards, financial instruments on institutional balance sheets today are valued using a mixed attribute model, which means the valuation method that applies differs depending upon the type of asset and its intended use. The carrying amounts of some assets and liabilities are notably listed on the balance sheet at historical cost, while others are listed at fair value.

Which valuation method predominates? The SEC investigated this question in its 2008 report on mark-to-market accounting, focusing on a sample of 50 important public company financial institutions, including 30 of the largest issuers based in the United States (SEC, 2008). The SEC reviewed the financial statements of these firms at the end of the first quarter in 2008 and found at that time that the average bank held 31 percent of its assets subject to FVA treatment; the average broker-dealer, 50 percent of its assets; and the average insurance firm, 71 percent of its assets. Superficially, at least, this finding suggests that banks carried significant FVA exposure in their asset portfolios but that the majority of their assets were valued at historical cost. It also suggests that both sets of accounting standards are important to the financial statements of banks.

Our review of data from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago’s Bank Holding Company dataset suggests that in 2006, the typical bank held a far smaller percentage of its balance sheet in FVA-denominated assets than did the 50 banks actually examined by the SEC. Figure A.1 shows our “fair value” measure for selected large institutions in 2006, before the impact of the financial crisis. It suggests that the importance of fair value assets to the institutional balance sheet varied greatly across banks, but that few held 30 percent or more of their assets in FVA-denominated categories. Moreover, in comparing the average observed fraction of FVA assets at “large” institutions (those with assets greater than $10 billion) versus at “small” institutions (those with assets less than $10 billion), smaller banks typically have far less exposure to FVA than do larger banks.

International Financial Reporting Standards Convergence

An important but peripheral issue that came up repeatedly in our conversations with stakeholders was the fact that FASB (the U.S. accounting standard-setter responsible for GAAP) and IASB (the standard-setter responsible for the International Financial Reporting Standards, IFRS) have been involved in a long-term effort since 2006 to harmonize U.S. and international

---

5 The Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago dataset does not directly specify the fraction of assets subject to FVA treatment at any given institution. However, following the methods used by Laux and Leuz (2010), we used as a proxy the total of trading assets and securities sold under agreements to repurchase. Per Laux and Leuz, since these asset categories are held almost exclusively at fair value, and are the primary categories subject to fair value, they represent a good measure a bank’s FVA exposure.
Figure A.1
Fraction of 2006 Bank Assets Held Under FVA for Selected Institutions and for the Average “Large” and “Small” Bank

SOURCE: Analysis by the authors drawing on Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago Bank Holding Company dataset.
accounting standards. Ultimately, the aim is to converge U.S. and international practice under a single set of shared conventions, which (among other things) would eliminate the need for non-U.S. companies registered in the United States to reconcile their IFRS financial statements with GAAP requirements.\textsuperscript{6} The IFRS convergence process has now been ongoing for more than five years, and has made substantial progress according to the latest joint report from IASB and FASB.\textsuperscript{7} This being said, significant differences in U.S. and international accounting standards remain, and recent comments from IASB and FASB suggest that a new process may be needed to bring the IFRS convergence effort to a conclusion.\textsuperscript{8}

According to a recent joint IASB-FASB progress report, fair value measurement and the fair value option are areas where the IFRS convergence effort has now been completed: in particular, through the publication of SFAS 159 (\textit{The Fair Value Option for Financial Assets and Liabilities}) in 2007, and through the publication of IFRS 10 (\textit{Fair Value Measurement}) in 2011. The latter document notably establishes how fair value measurement is supposed to be conducted under IFRS, and substantially converges with the GAAP standard ASC 820 ("Fair Value Measurement and Disclosures"); originally codified in SFAS 157). Despite the foregoing, many important elements of IFRS convergence currently remain in process, including some that potentially relate to when FVA standards apply under IFRS, or else to methods of accounting for other-than-temporary impairment under IFRS. Specific, related ongoing IFRS convergence projects are now focusing on the topics of financial instruments and of impairment accounting.

For current purposes, the details of IFRS convergence, and of relevant international accounting standards, are beyond the scope of the current report to address in detail. Three points are worth keeping in mind, however. First is that concerns about systemic risk and accounting standards implicate both U.S. and non-U.S. banks, financial institutions, and accounting standard-setters. To the extent that GAAP and IFRS diverge from each other, particularly in the way that they deal with FVA and HCA, then that is likely to be an important subtlety in understanding how risk accumulation and contagion might operate across national boundaries. A second point to consider is that financial regulators, both in the United States and elsewhere, share similar responsibilities to monitor financial institutions and to protect the stability of the financial system as a whole. However, their ability to do that, and to intervene in crisis situations, may be significantly influenced by the contours of applicable accounting standards, which at present may differ under U.S. GAAP vs. IFRS. Finally, the ongoing efforts to converge GAAP and IFRS underline the reality that accounting standards are not static, but instead evolve over time. Any future revisions to FVA and HCA designed to address systemic risk issues will need to accommodate IFRS convergence, and the likelihood that the GAAP framework will continue to shift as a result of the IFRS convergence process.

\textsuperscript{6} See discussion in IASB and FASB (2006).
\textsuperscript{7} See discussion in IASB and FASB (2011).
\textsuperscript{8} \textit{Journal of Accountancy} (2011).
Discussion

For purposes of exploring the relationship between accounting standards and systemic risk, it is important to keep in mind several basic facts about FVA and HCA. In the United States, both of these accounting approaches are enshrined in a formal set of accounting standards called GAAP. GAAP standards and related FASB guidance documents help to answer two questions in regard to each of FVA and HCA: (1) When does that accounting approach apply? (2) How does it apply? With regard to the question of “how,” FVA can involve a broad range of very different valuation techniques, depending on whether a given asset is exchange-traded and liquid (in which case direct market quotes may be available) or not (in which case fair value estimates may instead derive from more or less esoteric financial models). By contrast, the mechanics of HCA valuation are relatively straightforward to understand, with the exception of accounting for nontemporary impairments.

Our review of the basics of accounting standards here deliberately omits much of the complexity that attaches to FVA and HCA standards on paper, much less in practice. So for example, much of the discussion here has implicitly focused on the impact of asset valuation on firm balance sheets, and not on the implications of HCA vs. FVA for other financial statements (and in particular, for the income statement). Those additional accounting complexities can be very important, and particularly so for a sophisticated investor seeking to analyze and understand the details of an institution’s financial status over time. But for current purposes, it is sufficient simply to recognize some of the basic mechanics of FVA and HCA, their origins in GAAP standards and FASB authority, and their implications for how the valuation of financial assets in firm balance sheets will be undertaken.

Some of the recent notable policy debates over FVA originated from proposals to expand the application of fair value principles within GAAP, partly in an effort to encompass categories of investment traditionally dealt with under HCA (such as hold-for-investment bank loans).9 Other debates arose from ambiguity in the application of FVA during an acute liquidity crunch (a scenario that specifically occurred during the 2008 crisis).10 Both of these elements of recent controversy are worth bearing in mind, when exploring the systemic risk implications of the accounting standards. The scope of application of FVA, and its potential tie to liquidity pricing during a crunch, are both highly relevant to theories and arguments that seek to link FVA to systemic risk and to procyclicality in the banking sector. GAAP standards that define FVA and HCA are also notably tied to a series of deeper disagreements and philosophical arguments about financial information, which in turn have contributed to a long-running dispute about the relative merits of the two accounting approaches. We briefly review these points of deeper disagreement in Chapter Two of this report.

---

9 See FASB (2010). For a summary of public comments and response to the FASB proposal, see Smith (2010).

10 In the wake of the 2008 liquidity crunch and calls for an emergency suspension or relaxation of FVA standards, FASB notably issued guidance to clarify when and how FVA applies, in a situation where trading markets evaporate. See particularly FAS 157-4 (FASB, 2009c).
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Fair value accounting (FVA) refers to the practice of updating the valuation of assets or securities on a regular basis, ideally by reference to current prices for similar assets or securities established in the context of a liquid market; historical cost accounting (HCA) instead records the value of an asset as the price at which it was originally purchased. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, conflicting arguments have been made about the contributions of valuation approaches in triggering the crisis. This report investigates and clarifies the relationship between these two accounting approaches and risks to the financial system. The authors examine the risk implications of FVA and HCA in the various situations in which each is used; assess the role that these accounting approaches have played historically in financial crises, including the 2008 financial crisis, the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, and the less developed country debt crisis of the 1970s; and explore insights about systemic risk that can be gleaned from better understanding the accounting approaches.

The authors find that FVA was probably not a primary driver of the 2008 crisis. Moreover, they suggest that neither FVA nor HCA is objectively “better” than the other. Instead, both accounting approaches can provide useful information for different contexts when applied rigorously, but when they are implemented poorly or when regulatory oversight is weak, both FVA and HCA can produce misleading information that can increase systemic risk across the financial sector. The authors conclude with a series of recommendations for how FVA and HCA, and the financial information that both methods generate, can be improved to better protect against systemic risk to the banking sector in the future.